Public Notice posted in accordance
RSMO. 610 as amended
By:

Date/Time Posted: Friday, November 1, 2019
5:00 p.m.

Kimberly Barfield
City Clerk

CITY OF PACIFIC
300 HOVEN
BOARD OF ALDERMEN AGENDA
REGULAR MEETING
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 2019
7:00 P.M.
1. Call to Order
2. Roll Call
3. Pledge of Allegiance
4. Prayer
5. Approve Agenda
6. Approve the Minutes from the Regular Meeting on October 15, 2019.
7. Approve the Minutes from the Executive Meeting on October 15, 2019
8. Public Hearing
9. Mayors Report
Beautification Committee Halloween Contest Winners: Christy Uder, 28 Cedar Dr
Eric Sitz, 42 Cedar Dr, Aaron Moultrie, 45 Cedar Dr.
10. Public Participation
11. New Bills
a. Bill No. 4013 An Ordinance amending the Subdivision Regulations with regard to
amendments in the City of Pacific, Missouri. (1st reading needed) (10-16-18 sent to Adm.
Com., tabled 11-6-18) (Removed from table 10-15-19)
b. Bill No. 4076 An Ordinance establishing the position of Director of Community
Development and providing for the qualification and duties thereof. (1st reading)
12. Consideration of Bills Previously Introduced
13. New Business

a. Resolution No. 2019-48 A Resolution accepting and approving a Site Development Plan
for property location at Lot 2B, Route 66 Business Parkway Plat 2, St. Louis County Locator
No. 30Z310394.
b. Resolution No. 2019-49 A Resolution affirming the Missouri Records Management Law for
the efficient management and disposal of official records of the City of Pacific.
c. Resolution No. 2019-50 A Resolution establishing eligibility rules for retirees participating
in the City’s Group Health Insurance Plan
d. Resolution No. 2019-51 A Resolution authorizing and directing the Mayor to execute an
Agreement with Planning Design Studio for Professional Services relating to Parks &
Recreation Master Planning for the City of Pacific.
14. Unfinished Business
15. City Administrator Report
16. City Attorney Report
17. Miscellaneous
a. Approve invoice from Cochran Engineering for Viaduct CID Sidewalks in the amount of
$7,288.05 to be paid from Viaduct CID Fund.
b. Approve payment to the Pacific Partnership for Monsterfest candy in the amount of
$4,000 to be paid from Tourism Funds.
18. Reports of City officials
a. Alderman Nemeth
b. Alderman Adams
c. Alderman Rahn
d. Alderman Gass
e. Alderman Johnson
f. Alderman Stotler
g. Chief Mansell
h. Collector Kelley – Update
19. Adjourn
The Board of Aldermen will consider and act upon the matters listed above and such others as may be
presented at the Meeting and determined to be appropriate for discussion at that time. The City of Pacific
is working to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act mandates. Individuals who require an
accommodation to attend a meeting should contact City Hall (271-0500) at least twenty-four hours in
advance.
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OCTOBER 15, 2019 * RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

CITY OF PACIFIC
REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN
300 HOVEN
PACIFIC, MISSOURI 63069
________________________________________________________________________

T

he meeting was called to order at 7:00 p.m. by Mayor Myers.

A roll call was taken with the following results:
Present at Roll Call:
Alderman Nemeth
Alderman Adams
Alderman Rahn
Alderman Gass
Alderman Johnson
Alderman Stotler
A quorum was present.
Also present:

Administrator Roth
Attorney Jones
Assistant Chief Locke
Public Works Commissioner Brueggemann
City Clerk Barfield

Pledge of Allegiance
The Pledge of Allegiance was done.
Prayer
Pastor Lange offered prayer this evening.
Approve Agenda
Mayor Myers asked they consider amending the agenda to include Pay Application 2 for Candlewick in
the amount of $ 69,747. Motion made by Alderman Nemeth, seconded by Alderman Gass to approve the
amending the agenda. A voice vote was taken with an affirmative result.
Motion made by Alderman Nemeth, seconded by Alderman Adams to approve the amended agenda. A
voice vote was taken with an affirmative result, and Mayor Myers declared the motion carried.
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Minutes
A. Regular meeting on October 1, 2019
Mayor Myers asked for an amendment to the minutes at the top of page 8. In the discussion for the sign
he asked that “sign approved by the Board of Aldermen” be added, because it was said. Motion made by
Alderman Adams, seconded by Alderman Stotler to approve the amendment to the minutes. A voice vote
was taken with an affirmative result.
Motion made by Alderman Rahn, seconded by Alderman Adams to approve the amended minutes of the
regular meeting on October 1, 2019. A voice vote was taken with an affirmative result, and Mayor Myers
declared the motion carried.
B. Executive session minutes on October 1, 2019
Motion made by Alderman Rahn, seconded by Alderman Adams to approve the minutes of executive
session on October 1, 2019. A voice vote was taken with an affirmative result, and Mayor Myers
declared the motion carried.
Public Hearing
a. A Public Hearing to discuss the City’s submission of an application for the fiscal Year 2019
Community Development Block Grant Disaster Recovery (CDBG-DR) program. This is proposing to
use CDBG-DR funds to do a voluntary buyout of approximately 27 residential structures including
acquisition and demolition.
Mayor Myers opened and read the Public Hearing into the record. He asked if anyone wanted to speak to
this. Collector Kelley asked if there was a list of properties. Administrator Roth stated this is for an
application for matching funds for 27 properties in the program, and there is a list. All the FEMA rules
will have to be followed. Mayor Myers asked for any more comments. There being no further comments
the Public Hearing was closed.

Mayor’s Report
a. Appoint Brian Steele to the Park Board Committee, term to expire May 2020.
Motion made by Alderman Nemeth, seconded by Alderman Stotler to approve the appointment of Brian
Steele to the Park Board Committee, term to expire May 2020. A voice vote was taken with an
affirmative result. Mayor Myers presented his oath of office.
d. Appointment of Nick Chlebowski to the Planning & Zoning Commission, term to expire May 2022.
Motion made by Alderman Nemeth, seconded by Alderman Rahn to approve the appointment of Nick
Chlebowski to the Planning & Zoning Commission, term to expire May 2022. A voice vote was taken
with an affirmative result. Mayor Myers presented his oath of office.
Mayor Myers stated Trudy Nickelson and Dave Roemer were not present this evening.
c. Approve appointment of Trudy Nickelson to the Tourism Commission, term tot expires Nov 2023.
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Motion made by Alderman Adams, seconded by Alderman Johnson to approve the appointment of Trudy
Nickelson to the Tourism Commission, term to expire Nov 2023. A voice vote was taken with an
affirmative result, and Mayor Myers declared the motion carried.
b. Approve appointment of Dave Roemer to the Tourism Commission, term to expire Nov 2023.
Motion made by Alderman Gass, seconded by Alderman Nemeth to approve the appointment of Dave
Roemer to the Tourism Commission, term to expire Nov 2023. A voice vote was taken with an
affirmative result.
e. Beautification Committee – Yard of the Month for residential: 302 S. Columbus. For commercial:
Eclectic Trading, 520 W. Osage
Mayor Myers stated neither one of these are present this evening. He will present to them with the
Beautification Committee.
f. Rodeo Expenses
Mayor Myers stated he has rodeo numbers, borrowing any other incidental charges. The contract for the
rodeo was paid through Tourism Funds in the amount of $ 17,600, the Partnership contract was $ 2,500,
expenses to the Missourian were $ 1,500, and other expenses were $ 9,788. Total expenses were $ 13,788
meaning the total raised is $ 22,312. He continued that Tim Krause & Isiah Garners prepare the soil at
the rodeo grounds. At the MRCA Final Rodeo the contestants review all the rodeos for the year and
voted Pacific for the “2019 Rodeo of the Year Most Improved Grounds”. Mayor Myers thanked Kim and
Collector Kelley, the Partnership, Brian Straatmann, Public Works and the Police Department. He
continued that everyone works hard, and it makes it another successful year. In November he planned on
having a meeting to discuss the good and bad and how to move forward for next year. Mayor Myers
stated the $ 22,312 would be set aside for the rodeo, as discussed at the last meeting.
Public Participation
Mayor Myers stated he had two requests this evening to move the meeting along because the Cardinals
were playing the debate was on.
Herb Coffey, 303 N. First St., Pacific, MO stated he was a resident beekeeper. For the record, he did not
support the future project of the mural on the south wall of his property. He looked at the bee ordinance
and one of his concerns is the lot size. His lot is 150’ x 75’ and he is an experienced beekeeper. He has
had as many as 4 hives, and this ordinance reads that 3 is the limit for 1 acre. He suggested instead of a
colony two brood houses. He also believes people should have to take a course on honeybees. It costs
about $ 1,000 to get started, and selling honey helps us making out cost’s back.
Mayor Myers stated the Board follows Roberts Rules of Order. He reminded everyone that after the
Public Hearing and Public Comment then it moves to an Aldermen meeting. The public does not
participate in that.
New Bills
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Consideration of Bills Previously Introduced
Bill No. 4074 An Ordinance amending standards for buildings on major Roadways and
Downtown. (2nd reading)

As posted pursuant to the ordinance, Mayor Myers read Bill No. 4074 by title only. Mayor Myers asked
for any discussion. Motion made by Alderman Adams, seconded by Alderman Nemeth to approve
Bill No. 4074. A roll call vote was taken with the following results: Ayes: Alderman Nemeth,
Alderman Adams, Alderman Rahn, Alderman Gass, Alderman Johnson, Alderman Stotler. Nays:
None. Whereupon, Mayor Myers declared Bill No. 4074 passed and becomes Ordinance No. 3158.
Bill No. 4075 An Ordinance regulating Beekeeping in the City of Pacific. (2nd reading)
As posted pursuant to the ordinance, Mayor Myers read Bill No. 4075 by title only. Mayor Myers asked
for any discussion. Alderman Stotler stated that Mr. Coffey brings up a good point about requiring
someone to take a course and the lot size. There was discussion about the definition of a colony, and if a
permit would be needed. Mayor Myers stated he has heard that Isabel’s School of Beekeeping is
recommended. Alderman Adams stated he did not think that irresponsible beekeepers were not that big
of a problem and didn’t see a reason to require a permit. Alderman Johnson stated that Mr. Coffey
participates in a lot of things. None of the residents fit the acre of land requirement. She didn’t want to
penalize the people that have bees and we haven’t had complaints about. She continued that none of our
Police Officers carry an eppy pen to administer if needed. The costs for a pen are $ 300 to
$600 each. That is a concern. Alderman Johnson recommended tabling the ordinance and taking into
consideration the lot size, the definition of a colony, and requiring a course for bee keeping. Alderman
Adams stated he has not seen a problem to require a permit. Mayor Myers stated that bees that are
maintained aren’t aggressive. We need a plan to regulate those who don’t maintain their hives.
Alderman Nemeth stated the Board has had this for 4 weeks, and now these things are coming up. He felt
there has been more than enough time to work this out. Alderman Johnson stated the Board has had it for
two weeks and at the second reading is the time for discussion. Alderman Adams stated if we make rules
then we must enforce them. He did not think an additional burden should be put on bee keeping that is
not put on dogs or cats. Alderman Stotler stated there are not a lot of 1 acre lots in the City. Alderman
Nemeth thought the 1 acre allowed for a respectful distance from the neighbors. Alderman Adams stated
most of the ordinances they looked at allow bee keeping in the agriculture zone. If it didn’t require that
then it was on 5 acres. We don’t want to punish people, but where is the compromise. That is where the
1 acre came from. Mayor Myers stated we never heard a complaint about Mr. Coffey’s bees. Alderman
Adams stated if we do nothing, he still has to get rid of his bees, because he is not supposed to have them
now. This law at least allows for the raising of bees with these restrictions. We have to think about the
neighbors and what’s fair to the people that live next door. Alderman Adams stated he understood the
training and the permit and where it comes from. Alderman Johnson stated on the chicken ordinance they
couldn’t sell eggs; can they sell honey? Alderman Adams stated this ordinance don’t address the sale of
honey and we can talk about it later. Alderman Nemeth stated that right now this is not allowed.
Alderman Adams stated he didn’t agree with downsizing because of the concerns of the people living
next door. The permit and training can be amended in the ordinance tonight and can then move forward.
Motion made by Alderman Adams, seconded by Alderman Nemeth to amend the ordinance to require
proof of training to receive their permit without any fee. Attorney Jones asked if we were amending
Board of Aldermen 10-15-19
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paragraph F to provide for 2 brood boxes per colony to the definition. Board members agreed.
Attorney Jones read Amended Bill No. 4075 by title only. Motion made by Alderman Nemeth, seconded
by Alderman Adams to approve Amended Bill No. 4075. A roll call vote was taken with the following
results: Ayes: Alderman Adams, Alderman Rahn, Alderman Gass, Alderman Johnson, Alderman Stotler,
Alderman Nemeth. Nays: None. Whereupon, Mayor Myers declared Amended Bill No. 4075 passed
and becomes Ordinance No. 3159.

NEW BUSINESS
Resolution No. 2019-43 A Resolution authorizing the adoption of a Group Health Insurance
Plan to be offered to eligible employees of the City of Pacific and authorizing the execution of
documents thereto.
As posted pursuant to the ordinance, Mayor Myers read Resolution No. 2019-43 by title only. Alderman
Gass asked if the City was paying for retirees. Administrator Roth stated yes, we haven’t set any rules and
they are eligible for the plan. Alderman Johnson asked if that had to be attached to this. Alderman Gass
stated he was okay with it if they are paying the premium themselves. Administrator Roth stated he
didn’t disagree, but again, they are eligible for the plan. Alderman Johnson asked if this agreement was
for 3 years. Administrator Roth stated this plan renews annually. To get out of MIRMA we have to give
a 6-month notice.
Motion made by Alderman Adams, seconded by Alderman Nemeth to approve Resolution No.
2019-43. A voice vote was taken with an affirmative result, and Mayor Myers declared the motion
carried.
Resolution No. 2019-44 A Resolution authorizing certain insurance plans offered to eligible
employees of the City of Pacific and authorizing the execution of documents thereto. (Dental, Life,
Vision, STD)
As posted pursuant to the ordinance, Mayor Myers read Resolution No. 2019-44 by title only. Motion
made by Alderman Adams, seconded by Alderman Rahn to approve Resolution No. 2019-44. A voice
vote was taken with an affirmative result, and Mayor Myers declared the motion carried.
Resolution No. 2019-45 A Resolution of the City of Pacific, Missouri, stating intent to seek
funding through the Community Development Block Grant-Disaster Recovery Program and
authorizing the Mayor to pursue activities to secure funding.
As posted pursuant to the ordinance, Mayor Myers read Resolution No. 2019-45 by title only.
Motion made by Alderman Gass, seconded by Alderman Nemeth to approve Resolution No. 201945. A voice vote was taken with an affirmative result, and Mayor Myers declared the motion
carried.
Resolution No. 2019-46 A Resolution authorizing the adoption of certain agreements and
policies relating to the City of Pacific’s application for Community Development Block Grant
Program funding through the Missouri Department of Economic Development.
As posted pursuant to the ordinance, Mayor Myers read Resolution No. 2019-46 by title only. Mayor
Myers asked for any discussion. Motion made by Alderman Gass, seconded by Alderman Rahn to
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approve Resolution No. 2019-46. A voice vote was taken with an affirmative result, and Mayor
Myers declared the motion carried.
Resolution No. 2019-47 A Resolution authorizing and directing the Mayor to execute an
Agreement with Archtech LLC for certain information technology and managed computer network
services for the City of Pacific.
As posted pursuant to the ordinance, Mayor Myers read Resolution No. 2019-47 by title only. Mayor
Myers asked for any discussion. Alderman Nemeth asked if this is also the fee for software.
Administrator Roth stated no not all of it, there are a lot of different situations. Alderman Johnson asked
which option we were choosing. Attorney Jones stated this is a 1-year contract that is renewable. Mayor
Myers stated Mr. Wilson is in the room with his staff. He stated that Mr. Wilsons integrity and skill set is
impeccable. Motion made by Alderman Gass, seconded by Alderman Stotler to approve Resolution
No. 2019-47. A voice vote was taken with an affirmative result, and Mayor Myers declared the
motion carried.

Unfinished Business
a. Bill No. 4012 An Ordinance amending the zoning regulations with regard to amendments in the
City of Pacific, Missouri. (2nd reading needed) (10-16-18 sent to Adm. Com after 1st reading,
tabled 11-6-18)
Mayor Myers read Bill No. 4012 for the second reading. Motion made by Alderman Adams
seconded by Alderman Stotler to remove Bill No. 4012 from the table. A voice vote was
taken with an affirmative result.
Mayor Myers asked for any discussion. Motion made by Alderman Nemeth, seconded by
Alderman Adams to approve Bill No. 4012. A roll call vote was taken with the following
results: Ayes: Alderman Rahn, Alderman Gass, Alderman Johnson, Alderman Stotler,
Alderman Nemeth, Alderman Adams. Nays: None. Whereupon, Mayor Myers declared
Bill No. 4012 becomes Ordinance No. 3096.
b. Bill No. 4013 An Ordinance amending the Subdivision Regulations with regard to amendments in
the City of Pacific, Missouri. (1st reading needed) (10-16-18 sent to Adm. Com., tabled at 11-618)
Motion made by Alderman Adams, seconded by Alderman Stotler to remove Bill No. 4013 from the
table. Attorney Jones stated this Bill is not in the packet. He suggested adding it to the agenda for the
next meeting for the first reading.
Resolution No. 2019-39 A Resolution authorizing the adoption of a Group Health Insurance Plan to
be offered to eligible employees of the City of Pacific; and authorizing the execution of documents
thereto. (tabled 10-1-19)
Mayor Myers read Resolution No. 2019-39 by title only. Motion made by Alderman Adams, seconded
by Alderman Nemeth to approve Resolution No. 2019-39. A voice vote was taken with no response.
Nays: A voice vote was taken with a “nay” response. Mayor Myers declared Resolution No. 2019-39
failed.
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CITY ADMINISTRATOR REPORT
Hawthorne – Administrator Roth stated they should finish up paving early next week.
CITY ATTORNEY REPORT
Martin Heck Case – Attorney Jones stated the oral argument is scheduled for November 14, 2019 at 9 am
in Franklin County Circuit Court in Division 1.
MISCELLANEOUS
A. Approve Special Event Permit for a Holiday Walk on November 16, 2019 beginning at
Liberty Field.
Alderman Johnson stated this should be treated like a parade and those cannot cross the tracks anymore.
In the past it was all held at Liberty Field. If Chief Mansell was here, she does not think he would
approve. Mayor Myers asked if Alderman Johnson would contact her and explain this to her. Alderman
Johnson stated she would. Motion made by Alderman Nemeth, seconded by Alderman Adams to approve
the Special Event Permit for a Holiday Walk on November 16, 2019. A voice vote was taken with an
affirmative result.
B. Approve the list of bills.
Motion made by Alderman Nemeth, second by Alderman Rahn to approve the list of bills. A voice vote
was taken with an affirmative result.
C. Approve use of the Council Room on Friday, February 21, 2020 for the Pacific Estates Condo
Association meeting at 7 p.m.
Motion made by Alderman Nemeth, seconded by Alderman Rahn to approve the use of the Council
Room on Friday, February 21, 2020 for the Pacific Estates Condo Association meeting at 7 p.m. A voice
vote was taken with an affirmative result, and Mayor Myers declared the motion carried.
REPORTS OF CITY OFFICIALS
Alderman Nemeth- stated that he understands the City of Eureka has started a project clear out the
creeks/culverts and getting rid of overgrowth, with the intent of water mitigation. He asked that
Administrator Roth reach out to Eureka for more information. He thought this would have the potential
to reduce flooding.
Alderman Adams – reminded everyone the Missouri Municipal League Dinner is tomorrow in Union at 6
p.m.
Alderman Rahn – Nothing to report
Alderman Gass – Nothing to report
Alderman Johnson – Nothing to report
Alderman Stotler – hoped everyone would be careful as we have 2 Board members in devices, one in a
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sling and one on crutches.
Captain Locke – stated if there are any residents that have concerns about something, they can contact
him.
EXECUTIVE SESSION RSMO 610.021 (3)

Mayor Myers stated Executive Session is on the Agenda for Personnel.
Motion made by Alderman Nemeth, seconded by Alderman Rahn to go into Executive Session under
Personnel. A roll all vote was taken with the following results: Ayes: Alderman Rahn, Alderman Gass,
Alderman Johnson, Alderman Stotler, Alderman Nemeth, Alderman Adams. Nays: None.
The Board went into executive session at 8:14 p.m.
The Board reconvened at 8:30 p.m.
Acting President of the Board Adams called the meeting back to order.
A roll call vote was taken with the following results: Alderman Adams, Alderman Rahn, Alderman Gass,
Alderman Johnson, Alderman Stotler, Attorney Jones, Administrator Roth, City Clerk Barfield. Absent:
Mayor Myers. Mayor Myers took a place in the audience.
Acting President of the Board Myers stated there is a vacancy, as the City no longer has a City Engineer.
He asked the Board to consider a new position with a new title and responsibilities. He asked the Board
to consider calling this position Director of Community Development. If they agree he can instruct the
City Attorney to create an ordinance to establish this. This would be a 4-year appointment by the Mayor
and approved by the Board. This position would be no different than the City Attorney or Administrator
and this term would have a contract similar to those. The contract would need to be negotiated. He
suggested two Board members volunteer to work with Attorney Jones on the ordinance and negotiating a
contract, with a job description as well. Motion made by Alderman Nemeth, seconded by Alderman
Stotler to establish this position with job description and a contract. A voice vote was taken with an
affirmative result and Acting President of the Board Adams declared the motion carried.
Motion made by Alderman Nemeth, seconded by Alderman Stotler to instruct the City Attorney to
develop an ordinance and contract for this position. A voice vote was taken with an affirmative result.
Acting President of the Board Adams asked for two Board volunteers to work on this. Alderman Nemeth
and Alderman Johnson volunteered to work with the City Attorney on this. A voice vote was taken with
an affirmative result.
Acting President of the Board Adams asked that this be completed and ready for the next Board meeting.
Attorney Jones stated he would try.
ADJOURNMENT
Motion made by Alderman Nemeth, seconded by Alderman Stotler to adjourn. A voice vote was taken
with an affirmative result and Acting President of the Board Adams declared the motion carried.
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The meeting adjourned at 8:35 p.m.

____________________________
Steve Myers, Mayor
ATTEST:
_______________________________
City Clerk
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MEMORANDUM
Steve Roth
City Administrator

636-271-0500 ext. 213
sroth@pacificmissouri.com

November 1, 2019
TO:
RE:

Mayor and Board of Aldermen
City Administrator report, 11-5-19 Board of Aldermen meeting

Hello everyone,
Please note the following with respect to agenda items and other information for the November 5
meeting.
1. Bill 4013, Subdivision Regulations. This bill was removed from the table at the Oct. 15 meeting and is
scheduled for a first reading here. Potential revisions to this bill were discussed in brief at the Oct. 22
Planning and Zoning Commission meeting, but no action was taken.
Some brief background: This bill was one of four that had been drafted by former Planning Director
Shawn Seymour and then later considered at public hearings before the Planning and Zoning
Commission. The Commission did recommend approval, but the Board of Aldermen in November, 2018
tabled any action following the resignation of Mr. Seymour. The four bills were re-opened for
consideration after the appointment of Anna Hodge, City Engineer, in June, 2019, and three of those
bills since have been adopted by ordinance. Bill 4013 is the last remaining bill subject to Board action.
Both Ms. Hodge and Robert Brueggemann, Public Works Commissioner, have reviewed and have
recommended some minor changes to the bill. I feel there are some areas that need further
consideration as well. Upon discussion with the City Attorney, our recommendation is that Bill 4013 be
rejected, and the process essentially start over when it comes to this bill. By this we mean that the bill
be revised and amended as necessary, and then scheduled for a new public hearing before Planning and
Zoning Commission. The Commission then would consider and forward a final recommendation to the
Board of Aldermen. This option has been discussed with the Commission and there is general agreement
on this being the best course of action.
Therefore, staff recommendation is as follows: Reject Bill 4013, and request that proposed
amendments to the subdivision regulations go back to the Planning and Zoning Commission for further
review.
2. Bill 4076, Director of Community Development position. This bill establishes the position of Director
of Community Development for the City of Pacific. This would be a position appointed by the Mayor,
subject to consent of the Board of Aldermen. It is similar to the City Engineer position that was
established earlier this year. The bill was drafted by the City Attorney based in part on a job description I
had drafted. A copy of that job description is included in the Board packet. The position is very similar to
the previous City Engineer position, with a reduced emphasis on the engineering qualifications. The
general duties and responsibilities however are essentially the same.

3. Resolution 2019-48, Site Plan approval, Lot 2B, Route 66 Business Parkway Plat 2. This Resolution
gives approval to a Site Development Plan for the above property. The site is located to the east of the
new Insulite Glass Building site, also developed by Route 66 Business Park LLC (Joe Bosse Sr.)
This project is the first to come through Planning and Zoning since Board adoption of ordinances
removing the “mandatory PUD” requirement and establishing a new site plan review procedure. The
new procedure allows City staff to approve site plans administratively (without P-Z or Board approval)
but only if the plan is in conformance with the relevant Municipal Code provisions. This project is
generally in compliance but with some deficiencies, which resulted in the referral to Planning and Zoning
and then final consideration by the Board.
The deficiencies were noted in my staff report to P-Z and are recopied here as reference:
Code conflicts / deficiencies
The location of the building on the lot and the conflict with the City’s building exteriors
standards are two of the primary conflicts to be addressed.
• Section 410.075.B.2 The building does not front on Route 66 Business Parkway. Rather,
the building is situated to essentially face the side lot line (west), with the side of the
building (south façade) facing the street and the rear wall (east elevation) facing Osage
Street, to some degree. A loading dock is proposed on the south façade.
• Section 400.220. The building is within 500 feet of Osage Street and is subject to the
exterior building materials requirement of this ordinance. Metal siding is not permitted,
which is proposed here.
Other conflicts
• No geo-tech report provided. (Ord. 3100)
• The driveway entrance is in excess of the 35-ft maximum permitted. (400.235.A.4.C)
• Landscaping and screening plan not in compliance. (400.230)
• Vertical curbing required for parking lots and interior islands. Curbing either absent or
not clearly noted on plan. (400.235.A.5.A.3)
• The south loading docks appear to require trucks to stage on Route 66 Business Parkway
and back into the docks. Not ideal. (400.235.B)
• Trash enclosure is shown but no detail given. (400.230.D.2)
The P-Z Commission recommendation is drafted into the Resolution, and is reprinted here as reference:

•
•
•
•

Landscaping and screening plans be submitted and approved, providing adequate
buffering of the building’s south and east elevations.
Metal siding for exterior building construction shall be permitted.
The requirement that a geo-technical report be submitted for the project shall be waived.
Vertical curbing on parking lot perimeter to match curbing provided on project to
immediate west (Lot 2 Route 66 Business Parkway Plat 2)

Discussion / recommendation
The City Administrator of course often wears different hats, and this project represents a conflict to
some degree between those “hats.” From an economic development standpoint, this is a nice project

and should be a welcome addition to the City. The neighboring Insulite Glass building project brought a
new business to town, and by all indications this has been a very nice project. I certainly have not
received any complaints on that project. The project proposed here is larger in scope than the Insulite
Glass project and could be an excellent complement to that project. Obviously the economic
development activity associated with these projects, from a building and construction standpoint to the
new jobs and tax base it generates, is very beneficial to the City.
From a Planning and Zoning perspective however, the project deficiencies do bring some cause for
concern. The building configuration (with the building side and loading dock facing the street) is not
ideal. The proposed all-metal siding may be an aesthetic concern, though in my opinion this can be
mitigated through the landscaping and screening proposed in the Resolution.
Ultimately it is up to the P-Z Commission and Board of Aldermen to set the new standard for new
development in the community. In my judgment the pros of this project outweigh the cons, and with
some landscaping and screening to buffer the south and east walls I feel this would be a quality project. I
do have some concerns about the allowances recommended by P-Z on the vertical curbing, but these
too seem to be somewhat minimal concern.
4. Resolution 2019-49, Missouri Records management law. The City Clerk has drafted this Resolution
based on prior Resolutions presented to the Board. She has also prepared a letter advising the Board of
the records to be destroyed. I believe the information is complete and accurate. She can advise the
Board more fully at the meeting if desired.
5. Resolution 2019-50, Eligibility rules for retirees participating in the city’s Group Health Insurance
Plan. This Resolution provides for health insurance rules relating to retirees. This topic was discussed in
brief at last meeting. In brief review, retirees are eligible for health insurance coverage under the
MIRMA Health Plan. The City can set its own rules for what retirees are eligible and how the premium
costs are allocated.
The Resolution as drafted includes the following conditions for retirees to participate:
•
•
•
•

Minimum five years of service with the City, and eligibility for LAGERS
Retiree to pay 100 percent of the premium costs
Retirees must maintain coverage continuously from date of retirement to remain eligible
Retiree eligibility ends when the retiree reaches age 65 or becomes eligible for Medicare,
whichever comes first

I feel these conditions are reasonable and provide a potential benefit to retirees at a cost that is
protective of the City. The Board could opt for different years of service requirements, different cost
allocations, or other changes if desired. Initially I had considered that the City may want to fund at least
a portion of the retiree health insurance premiums. However, based on discussion at the Oct. 15 Board
meeting, and a further review of the issue, I would agree that City participation in the retiree premiums
is probably not advisable. I don’t have a strong feeling in the years of service requirement; my belief is
five should be the minimum but 10 could be an option.

Section 2 of the Resolution contains a provision that the Board had previously included in the former
Group Health Insurance Plan. As stated in the Resolution, an employee who retires from full-time
employment with the City but returns to work part-time essentially remains eligible for the same health
insurance plan offered to regular full-time employees. I have added a minimum five years service
requirement to this provision as well.
6. Resolution 2019-51, Parks Master Planning contract. This Resolution authorizes the Mayor to
execute an agreement with Planning Design Studio (PDS) for Parks and Recreation Master Planning
services. The total fee is $40,000, which includes a base fee proposal of $38,500, plus $1,500 not-toexceed reimbursables. The scope of work includes a comprehensive review of the City’s parks and
recreation properties and facilities; community engagement activities; options for improvements and
concept plans and a final Master Plan. The scope of work is extensive and is likely a nine-month project.
The end result should be a clear and defined Master Plan for City Parks and Recreation, with identified
priorities and cost estimates.
The City has budgeted $40,000 for this work. We did receive a St. Louis County Municipal Park
Commission grant for $6,800 that will offset some of this cost. Budget for the project would come from
the new Parks and Stormwater sales tax.
This is an exciting project for the City, in my opinion, and one that will be very thorough and
comprehensive. I have requested that PDS representatives attend the meeting to address any questions
the Board may have. I don’t feel that there is any particular rush on this, and would not advise Board
action until the Board has had a chance to fully review the project and scope in detail.
7. Franklin County transportation grant. This is information only; the City has been approved for a
$75,000 grant from Franklin County for 2019 asphalt paving project. This is a much appreciated and
much needed award, and helps get our costs for this project back into the original budget. A copy of the
Franklin County Commission Order approving the award is included in the packet.
8. Lift Station 2, CIPP, other sewer work. We met with CM Archer Group October 29 to discuss the
project of various sewer projects. We are getting ready to bid the Hawthorne and Cedars Cured-inPlace-Pipe project, with bid opening tentatively scheduled for early December. The study of the Lift 2
and Brush Creek collection system (main and piping between the Brush Creek Sewer District station and
Lift 2) is nearing completion. We would expect to have a report from CM Archer possibly by December.
The design of Lift 5 and the treatment plant blowers is also progressing. We are seeking two easements
for the Lift 5 work, which includes an underground crossing of the BNSF rail line with a new force main.
9. Westport Pools audit. We met with Westport Pools on October 29 to discuss the draft pool audit.
Please note that a presentation has been scheduled for the Dec. 2 Park Board meeting, and I would
encourage anyone with an interest in the pool to attend. We do not have final figures, but the Park
Board and Board of Aldermen likely will be asked for budget authority to make certain needed repairs
and improvements to the pool in order to operate for the 2020 season. The written report will also be
presented to the Board of Aldermen at the Dec. 3 meeting.
10. Information items
• No P-Z Commission meeting November 12. At this point we do not expect to have a meeting on
this date. We may have business for the November 26 Commission meeting.

•

•

•

•

•

CDBG application. The CDBG funding application was filed on Oct. 23, ahead of the Oct. 25
deadline. The City is seeking $558k in CDBG funds, to match the $1.66M in FEMA funding that
has already been awarded. We hope to hear a decision on the application at least by the end of
the year.
Franklin County rezoning proposal. We previously sent a notice from Franklin County
concerning new zoning district regulations for the County. The unincorporated areas within the
City limits, as well as developed areas to the immediate southwest, are proposed as Zoning
District “Y,” which is essentially a limited use residential district. Permitted uses include single
family dwellings, modular homes and mobile homes, most agricultural uses, bed and breakfast
and vacation rentals, home occupations, and other more institutional uses. We do not find
anything in these regulations that would merit any objection by the City.
Areas to the immediate west of the City (along Route 66) are proposed for Zoning District “A,”
which appears to be something of a catch-all district, allowing commercial, industrial and
residential uses, with some limitations. While our preference would likely be for a more limited
use commercial / light industrial type of zoning in this area, we don’t find anything that would
rise to the level of a City objection or comment at this time. However we would like to review
this more fully and may yet make a comment in advance of the Nov. 14 hearing.
Managed IT services. ArchTech LLC has begun work on the IT upgrade and improvement
project, and the early results look quite promising. I would thank the Board again for its support
of this project and feel that we are headed down a much-improved IT path already.
Hawthorne asphalt overlays. This project was completed Oct. 28, following some wet weather
the week before. The project appears to be high quality and performed to specification. We
would expect to have a final pay application and engineer recommendation for consideration at
the Nov. 19 meeting.
Candlewick Lane. This project has been languishing, much to our frustration. The contractor at
last check had indicated final backfill, seed and sod to be performed early next week. We hope
for final project completion very soon.

As always, if you have questions or need further information please don’t hesitate to contact me.
Respectfully submitted,

Steve Roth
City Administrator

BILL NO. 4013

ORDINANCE NO. _____________

SPONSOR: Nemeth
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS FOR THE CITY OF
PACIFIC, MISSOURI.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN OF THE CITY OF
PACIFIC, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1:
Article IV, Chapter 410 of the Code of Ordinances of the City of Pacific shall be repealed and
replaced with the following:
Land Use
Chapter 410

Subdivision

Section 410.010

Purpose.

This Chapter is intended to provide for the harmonious development of incorporated areas within the City of
Pacific, Missouri; for the coordination of subdivision streets with other existing or planned streets or with
other features of the Comprehensive Plan of Pacific, Missouri; for adequate open spaces for traffic,
recreation, light and air; and for a distribution of population and traffic which will tend to create conditions
favorable to health, safety, convenience and prosperity. These provisions apply to all subdivisions of land
within the City.
Section 410.020

General Standards.

All subdivision plans shall be in harmony with the Comprehensive Plan, zoning, minimum design and
development standards and other requirements herein and other ordinances and regulations adopted by the
City of Pacific. Insofar as the Comprehensive Plan does not indicate size, location, direction or extent of a
street, the arrangement of streets in a subdivision shall provide for the continuation of the principal streets
existing when adjoining property is subdivided or developed.
Section 410.030
A.

Jurisdiction.

Generally.

1.
No land within the limits of the City of Pacific shall be subdivided after the adoption
of these regulations without complying with the provisions of this Chapter.
2.
Where a tract of land is proposed to be subdivided in several stages over a period of
years and the subdivider requests approval in parts, he/she shall submit a detailed plan of the entire tract to
be developed at the time of submission of request for the first (1st) section with appropriate sectioning to
demonstrate to the Commission that the total design, as proposed for the entire subdivision, is feasible. The
Commission may give preliminary approval to the overall plan and final approval on the parts as submitted
from time to time.
3.
The provisions of this Chapter shall be held to be the minimum requirements
necessary in the subdivision of land.

4.
Where a tract of land to be subdivided abuts a street requiring additional right-of-way
for future widening purposes, any width taken or to be taken shall not be subtracted from the net area for
building sites and shall not increase the front building setback line.
5.
All interpretations of these rules and regulations are reserved to the administrative
bodies referred to herein.
6.
No lot, tract or parcel which has been included as part of any boundary adjustment or
subdivision shall be included in any petition or application for a subdivision or boundary adjustment for a
period of one (1) year after City approval of the boundary adjustment or subdivision.
7.
Nothing herein shall be interpreted to apply to the subdivision of land by the City for
streets or other rights-of-way purposes.
B.

Boundary Adjustments.

1.
Purpose. The purpose of this Section is to allow adjustments to lot lines of platted lots
or other lawful parcels for the purpose of adjusting the sizes, frontages or configuration of buildable lots;
however, it is not intended that extensive replotting be accomplished by use of this Section.
2.

Boundary adjustment criteria. Boundary adjustments must meet the following criteria:
a)

No additional buildable lot shall be created by any boundary adjustment.

b)
The resulting lot or lots shall not be reduced below the minimum sizes and
dimensions required by the City of Pacific Zoning Code.
3.

Procedure.

a)
A boundary adjustment shall be accomplished by plat but must include an
adequate legal description of the boundaries of the original lots and of the adjusted lots.
b)
The boundary adjustment plat or plats shall be submitted to the Zoning Officer
for review and may be approved administratively by the Zoning Office. In the event that the Zoning Officer
determines that the boundary adjustment reasonably could negatively impact public facilities or
infrastructure, traffic or public safety or is inconsistent with any of the purposes or requirements of this
Code, the Zoning Officer may either deny the boundary adjustment or require modifications consistent with
this Code if applicable or may refer the application to the Board of Aldermen which shall review and
approve, modify or deny the boundary adjustment by motion or resolution consistent with the purposes and
requirements herein. Improvement plans and installation of public improvements shall not be required solely
for a boundary adjustment approval unless determined necessary to meet requirements of public safety or
other purposes of this Code.

C.

Condominium Plats.

1.
Purpose. The purpose of this Section is to allow for review and approval of
condominium plats as defined by Chapter 448, RSMo.
2.
Condominium plat criteria. The condominium plat shall comply with the requirements
of a condominium plat as established by Chapter 448, RSMo.
3.
Procedure. Condominium plats shall be submitted to the Zoning Officer for review to
ensure that the proposed plat is consistent with this chapter. If the plat is determined to be consistent with all
requirements of this chapter the plat will be forwarded to the Board of Aldermen for review. If the plat is
not found to be consistent with this chapter the Zoning Officer shall notify the applicant of such deficiencies.
No condominium plats shall be forwarded to the Board of Aldermen until the Zoning Officer has determined
that the plat is consistent with this chapter.
D.

Minor Subdivisions.

1.
Purpose. The purpose of this Section is to provide a simplified administrative review
and approval procedure for minor subdivisions as defined in Section 400.040 of this Code.
2.
Procedure. Minor subdivisions of tracts of land five (5) acres or less and of four (4) or
less lots shall not be subject to the preliminary plat process. Applications for minor subdivision shall be
subject to the final plat procedure.
Section 410.040
A.

Procedure.

Filing Of Preliminary Plat.

1.
A developer desiring approval of a preliminary plat of a subdivision of any land lying
within the City of Pacific shall submit to the Commission a written application for such approval prepared
on printed forms provided by the Zoning Officer. Such application shall be accompanied by plans and
information prepared in accordance with the requirements set forth in this Chapter.
2.
Fees. A fee in the amount set forth in Section 405.060(B) of this Title shall be paid to
the City Clerk at the time of submission of the preliminary plat. No action of the Commission or Board of
Aldermen shall be valid until the fees have been paid to the City. This fee shall be charged on all preliminary
plats, regardless of action taken, whether the plat is approved or disapproved. The City Clerk shall notify the
Commission in writing when the filing fees have been paid.
3.
Review and hearings. The preliminary plat shall be reviewed by the Planning &
Zoning Commission to determine whether the plat is in harmony with the requirements of this Chapter.
4.
Once the preliminary plat is reviewed by the Planning & Zoning Commission, the
Board of Aldermen shall be notified in writing of its recommendation. The Board of Aldermen shall hold a
public hearing. After such hearing the Board may approve the preliminary plat, may modify the plat and/or
conditions of approval or deny the preliminary plat.
5.
If the preliminary plat is approved by the Board of Aldermen by resolution, the
applicant is authorized to proceed with the preparation of the final plat.
6.
In the case of a subdivision being developed in stages, the applicant shall obtain final
approval in not more than three (3) years from the date of preliminary approval for the remaining portions of
the plat, after submission of one (1) portion within the specified period. Failure to submit the remaining

portions for approval in final plat form within the three (3) year period from the date of preliminary approval
will require reprocessing of the application for preliminary approval.
7.
Within the last six (6) months of this three (3) year period, the developer of such
subdivision may request and the Planning & Zoning Commission may grant a three (3) year extension to this
provision. Under no circumstances shall a second extension be granted.
B.
Approval of Improvement Plans. Prior to submission of the final plat, improvement plans
shall be submitted to the Zoning Officer and Commissioner of Public Works and may be approved subject to
revisions as may be required by the Zoning Officer and the Commissioner of Public Works after review of
the final plat by the Planning and Zoning Commission. The applicant shall submit to the Planning and
Zoning Commission with the final plat a summary of the conditionally approved improvement plans
showing the locations, appearance and explanation of the adequacy of the improvements.
C.

Approval Of Final Plat.

1.
The final plat, prepared in accordance with the requirements set forth herein and
accompanied by improvement plans and information prepared in accordance with the requirements set forth
in this Code, shall be submitted to the Zoning Officer. In addition to the actual final plat itself, the
submission shall include the following items:
a)

Three (3) copies of final plat as required by the Planning Department.

b)

Three (3) copies of improvement plans for the subdivision.

c)
Detailed estimate and certification of the cost of the proposed improvements
prepared by developer's engineer.
d)

Performance guarantee assuring completion of the proposed improvements.

2.
Review and hearings. The final plat shall be reviewed by the Planning & Zoning
Commission and the Board of Aldermen to determine whether the plat is in harmony with the requirements
of the preliminary plat and of this Chapter.
3.
Final approval — recording. Approval of the final plat by the Board of Aldermen
shall be by ordinance and shall be certified on the document to be filed for record over the signature of the
City Clerk and the Seal of the City of Pacific. After the Board of Aldermen has approved the performance
guarantee posted by the developer, if applicable, the final plat, endorsed with the approval of the Board of
Aldermen, together with a certified copy of the ordinance granting such approval, shall be filed for record in
the office of the Recorder of Deeds of the appropriate County at the sole expense of the developer within
ninety (90) days of the passage of the ordinance or said ordinance and subdivision plat approval shall
become null and void. Within ten (10) days after the recording of the final plat, the developer shall file with
the City Clerk one (1) mylar print and two (2) paper prints of the recorded plat all of which shall bear the
print of the Recorder's stamp thereon. The City, at its option, may record the plat and return a copy to the
applicant at its cost.
D.

Subdivision In Flood Hazard Areas.

1.
All subdivision applications for areas located within the flood hazard areas as that
term is defined in the Municipal Code of the City of Pacific shall be reviewed with respect to the following
criteria:
a)

The proposed development is consistent with the need to minimize flood damage.

b)
Subdivision proposals involving more than five (5) acres or fifty (50) lots include
regulatory flood elevation data.
c)

Adequate drainage is provided so as to reduce exposure to flood hazards.

d)

All proposed public utilities and facilities are located so as to minimize or eliminate

flood damage.
2.
No subdivision application for areas located within a flood hazard area shall be
approved by the Board of Aldermen without a favorable finding of fact with respect to each criteria set forth
in Subsection (1) above.
Section 410.050
A.

Application Requirements.

Preliminary Plat.

1.
The developer shall file fifteen (15) copies of the drawings, as well as one (1) eleven
(11) inch by seventeen (17) inch copy of the drawings, with the Zoning Officer. The Zoning Officer shall
transmit copies of the plat to the following departments and agencies. Unless otherwise required by the City,
the preliminary plat shall be submitted on a twenty-four (24) inch by thirty-six (36) inch or thirty (30) inch
by forty-two (42) inch format in a scale of one (1) inch equals one hundred (100) feet.
a)

Planning and Zoning Commission;

b)

Commissioner of Public Works;

c)

Building Department;

d)

Fire district;

e)
Other agencies or officials, such as the Postal Service, City Clerk or City Attorney, or
as may be directed by the Planning and Zoning Commission.
f)
The developer shall also provide a copy of the plat to each public utility, the school
district and the Missouri Department of Transportation or other entity as directed by the City.
2.

The following items shall be either shown on or accompany the preliminary plat.
a)

Proposed name of the subdivision.

b)
Location map, with names of abutting property owners of each lot adjacent to
the area to be subdivided and their projected property lines where they intersect the boundary of the
subdivision.

c)

Names and addresses of the owner, subdivider and the surveyor who prepared

d)

Sanitary sewage disposal method.

e)

Stormwater management.

the plat.

f)
Existing and proposed street right-of-way and pavements, including any
proposed dedication strips for widening existing streets; approximate gradients, types and width of
pavements; location of curbs, sidewalks, walkways, planting strips; and other pertinent data.
g)

Layout of lots, showing approximate dimensions and number.

h)
Parcels of land proposed to be dedicated or reserved for schools, parks,
playgrounds or other public, semi-public or community purposes.
i)

Easements, existing and proposed, showing locations, widths and purposes.

j)

Building setback lines for front, side and rear of each lot.

k)
sewer and other utilities.
l)

Location and size of nearest water main and fire hydrant, storm sewer, sanitary

Location, type and approximate size of utilities to be installed.

m)
Tract boundary lines showing dimensions, bearings, angles and references to
known land lines and monuments.
n)
Topography of the tract, existing and proposed, shown in contours at vertical
intervals of five (5) feet if the general slope of the site is less than ten percent (10%) and at vertical intervals
of ten (10) feet if the general slope is ten percent (10%) or greater. (U.S.D.S. data will be acceptable.)
o)

Tree masses.

p)

Location of existing structures.

q)

Scale, north arrow and date.

r)

Grading plans.

s)
Subsection (1)(d — f).

Written approval or other written response from those entities set forth in

B.
Improvement Plans. Prior to submission of the final plat, plans and specifications for
subdivision improvements required under Article III of Chapter 400, Section 410.073 or elsewhere in this
Code (improvement plans) shall be submitted to the Zoning Officer and Commissioner of Public Works and
approved subject to revisions as may be required by the Zoning Officer and Commissioner of Public Works.
The plans and profiles of all streets, storm and sanitary sewers, water lines and drainage structures, together
with drainage area maps, contained in the improvement plans shall be prepared on standard plan and profile

sheets twenty-four (24) inches by thirty-six (36) inches by a professional engineer duly registered to practice
in the State of Missouri.
C.

Final Plat.

1.
received approval.

The final plat may include all or only a part of the preliminary plat that has already

2.
The final plat is to be prepared from an accurate survey made by a land surveyor
registered to practice in the State of Missouri and shall be drawn on tracing cloth, drafting film or
equivalent. Unless otherwise required by the City, the final plat shall be submitted on a twenty-four (24)
inch by thirty-six (36) inch or thirty (30) inch by forty-two (42) inch format in a scale of one (1) inch equals
one hundred (100) feet on one (1) or more sheets. If more than one (1) sheet is required, a key map shall be
provided on Sheet No. 1 showing the entire subdivision at reduced scale.
3.

The final plat shall contain the following information:

a)
Boundary lines, width dimensions and bearings or angles that provide an
accurate survey of the tract.
b)

Subdivision title or name, north arrow, scale and date.

c)
Certificate of registered land surveyor covering execution of survey and
preparation of subdivision plat.
d)
Certificate of the owner creating the subdivision, dedicating all street rightsof-way, dedicating all public areas with statement of the use or uses for which dedicated, granting easements
with statement of the use or uses for which granted, establishing building lines.
e)
Certificates of all owners and holders of deeds of trust on the plat as prepared
releasing from the lien created by said deeds of trust all land dedicated to public use on the plat.
f)
Certificate indicating approval of the plat by the Board of Aldermen of the
City of Pacific, prepared for execution by the City Clerk, over the Seal of the City of Pacific.
g)
A summary of the improvement plans showing the locations, appearance and
explanation of the adequacy of the improvements including a one-page stormwater plan submitted with the
plans and profiles of the storm and sanitary sewers.
D.

Approved Improvement Plans And Specifications.

The developer shall submit to the Board of Aldermen with the final plat a summary of the
conditionally approved improvement plans showing the locations, appearance and explanation of the
adequacy of the improvements. The Board of Aldermen may review the summary of the improvement plans
and any other plans and specifications it may request prior to its action on the final plat.
E.
Performance Guarantee.
Compliance with the regulations herein as to the extent and the manner in which the streets of the
subdivision or any designated portions thereto shall be graded and improved, as well as the extent and
manner of the installation of all utility facilities, are conditions precedent to the approval of the plat.

However, in lieu of the developer's completion of the work and installations before final approval of a plat,
the Board of Aldermen, at its sole discretion, may accept a bond or escrow in the form of cash or a letter of
credit (hereinafter "performance guarantee") in an amount and with surety and other reasonable conditions
providing for and securing the actual construction and installation of the improvements and utilities within a
period specified by the Board and expressed in the performance guarantee.
1.

Performance guarantee.

After the improvement plans have been approved and all inspection fees paid, but before approval of
the record subdivision plat, the developer shall guarantee the completion of improvements required by the
approved improvement plans ("required improvements") of such improvements as required herein. Except as
provided in Subsection (2) below, the developer shall complete the improvements in accordance with the
approved improvement plans under the observation and inspection of the appropriate public agency
agreement unless, upon application to the City and at the City's sole discretion, the City agrees to allow the
developer to establish a deposit under a deposit agreement with the City guaranteeing the construction,
completion and installation, as required herein, and for the improvements shown on the approved
improvement plans within the improvement completion period approved by the City, which shall not exceed
two (2) years.
2.

Exceptions.

The City may require any specific improvement to be installed prior to approval of the record plat
where failure to install such improvement prior to further development could result in damage to the site or
surrounding properties.
3.

Performance guarantee options.

Performance guarantees required by this Section shall be in conjunction with a deposit agreement
and may be in the form of cash or letter of credit as follows:
a)
Cash deposited with the City Clerk to be held in an interest-bearing account
dedicated for that purpose with all interest accruing to the City to offset administrative and other costs of
maintaining the cash deposits;
b)
An irrevocable letter of credit drawn on a local financial institution acceptable
to and in a form approved by the City Attorney. The instrument may not be drawn on any financial
institution with whom the developer or a related entity has any ownership interest or with whom there is any
joint financial connection that creates any actual or potential lack of independence between the institution
and the developer. The letter of credit shall provide that the issuing institution will pay on demand to the
City such amounts as the City may require to fulfill the obligations herein and may be reduced from time to
time by a writing of the City Clerk. The letter of credit shall be irrevocable for at least one (1) year and shall
state that any balance remaining at the expiration shall automatically be deposited in cash with the City
Clerk, unless a new letter of credit is issued and agreed to by the City or the City issues to the institution a
written release of the obligations for which the letter of credit was deposited. The developer shall pay a nonrefundable fee of two hundred dollars ($200.00) to the City or as otherwise established by the Board, with
submission of a letter of credit and the same fee for any amendment or extension thereto, to partially
reimburse the City's administration and review costs in accepting and maintaining such letter of credit.
i)
The City shall not permit or accept the posting of any bond issued or proposed to be issued by a
surety or an affiliate of a surety which has, in the preceding ten (10) years, refused to pay upon formal
demand all or part of a claim of the City on any other surety bond. Any individual, corporation or property

owner aggrieved by this Section may appeal to the Board of Aldermen to request the City to accept the
posting of such bond. The Board of Aldermen may consider whether the refusal to pay resulted in litigation,
mediation or arbitration of the claim, whether the claim was wholly or partially determined in favor of the
City, whether the prior refusal to pay was settled between the City and surety or any other hardship evidence
presented by the individual, corporation or property owner. In no instance shall a bond be accepted from a
surety while in litigation, mediation or arbitration with the City.
ii)
The City shall not accept the posting of any bond issued or proposed by any surety or an affiliate
who has refused to pay upon formal demand of the City or been involved in any litigation pertaining to said
failure to pay within the past ten (10) years as of the effective date of this Section of the subdivision
ordinance.
4.

Amount of deposit.

The amount of the deposit required by this chapter shall be calculated as follows:
a)
Construction Deposit. The deposit required of a developer establishing a
deposit agreement pursuant to this Section shall be, in addition to the separate maintenance deposit sum, in
the amount of one hundred ten percent (110%) of the Department estimate of the cost of the construction,
completion and installation of the required improvements. The City Engineer shall adopt, to the extent
practical, schedules reflecting current cost estimates of typically required improvements.
b)
Maintenance Deposit. The deposit required of a developer pursuant to this
Section for maintenance obligations shall be in the amount of ten percent (10%) of the Department estimate
of the cost of the construction, completion and installation of all required improvements. The maintenance
deposit shall be established by cash sum or submission of a separate letter of credit.
c)
Where certain improvements are installed and approved by the City prior to
approval of the record plat pursuant to Subsection E.2. above, the gross amount for the construction deposits
shall be reduced by the estimated cost of such improvements.
5.

Construction Deposit agreement — releases.

The performance guarantee deposit agreement shall be entered into with the City, shall require the
developer to agree to fulfill the obligations imposed by this Section and shall have such other terms as the
City Attorney may require consistent with this Section. The agreement shall authorize the designated City
Official to release the cash or reduce the obligation secured under the letter of credit as permitted herein.
Such releases or reductions may occur upon completion, inspection and approval by the Board of all
required improvements within a category of improvements or may occur from time to time as work on
specific improvements is completed, inspected and approved, provided however, that:
a)
Releases — general. The City shall release the construction deposit cash or
release the letter of credit as to all or any part of its obligation only after construction, completion and
installation of some phase of work on the improvements indicated on the approved improvement plans,
receipt of requisite written notification from the appropriate inspecting public authority and approval by the
City Administrator; and only in the amounts permitted herein.
Inspection requests. The Department of Public Works shall inspect each category of improvement or utility
work within twenty (20) business days after a request for such inspection has been filed with the department
by the developer and no inspection shall be required until such request is received by the department. For
purposes of this Section, an "inspection request" shall constitute and occur only on a completed written
request on a form that shall include:

i)
The category of improvement requested to be inspected (as shown in the applicable deposit
agreement or approved City estimate form);
ii)
An engineer's certification that the category of improvement has been installed and on the date of
inspection application is maintained and in conformance with the final approved improvement plans and all
applicable requirements thereto and is therefore ready for inspection; and
iii)
A verified statement from the representative officer of the developer attesting that the information in
the inspection request is true and accurate. Nothing herein shall preclude the department from completing
additional inspections at its discretion or as a courtesy to the developer.
b)
Extension of completion period. If, at the end of the improvement completion
period, all the improvements shown on the approved improvement plans have not been completed, the
developer may request and the Board of Aldermen may grant an extension to the improvement completion
period as set forth in the deposit agreement for a reasonable time as determined by the Board of Aldermen if
after review by the City such longer period is deemed necessary to facilitate adequate and coordinated
provisions for transportation, water, sewerage, schools, parks, playgrounds or other public improvements,
facilities or requirements so long as all guarantees are also extended and approved by the City Attorney;
provided that the City may require as a condition of the extension execution of a new agreement,
recalculation of deposit amounts or satisfaction of new Code requirements or other reasonable conditions as
may be needed to ensure that the extended agreement fully complies with the terms of this Section.
c)
Construction deposit releases. After an inspection of any specific
improvements, the City may at its discretion release up to ninety-five percent (95%) of the original sum
deposited for the construction of such specific required improvements. Irrespective of any discretionary
prior releases that may be authorized by the City after completion of any component of the guaranteed
improvements (i.e., less than all of the improvements in a given category), the remaining amount held for
any category of improvements for the entire subdivision shall be released within thirty (30) days of
completion of all of the improvements in such category of improvement, minus a retention of five percent
(5%) that shall be released only upon completion of all improvements for the subdivision. The City shall
establish the improvement categories, which may consist of improvement components or line items, to be
utilized for calculation of deposit amounts, but such categories, components and line items shall in no way
modify or reduce the developers guarantee as to all required improvements, irrespective of any release or
completion of any category or underlying component or line item. All improvements in a category shall be
deemed complete only when (1) each and every component and line item within a category for the entire
subdivision has been constructed as required, (2) the developer has notified the Commission of Planning and
Zoning in writing that it has finished work on all components of the category, provided all necessary or
requested documentation and requests an inspection, (3) the developer is not in default or in breach of any
obligation to the City under this Section, including, but not limited to, the City's demand for deposit of
additional sums for the subdivision, and (4) the inspection has been completed and the results of the
inspection have been approved in writing by the City and/or its agents.
d)
Effect of release — continuing obligations. The developer shall continue to be
responsible for defects, deficiencies and damage to public streets and other required improvements during
development of the subdivision. No inspection approval or release of funds from the construction deposit as
to any component or category shall be deemed to be City approval of improvement or otherwise release the
developer of its obligation relating to the completion of the improvements until the final subdivision release
on all construction improvements is issued declaring that all improvements have in fact been constructed as
required. Inspection and approval of any or all required improvements shall not constitute acceptance of the
improvement by the City as a public improvement for which the City shall bear any responsibility.

e)
Deficient improvements. No approval of required improvements shall be
granted for improvements that fail to meet the specifications established herein or otherwise adopted by the
City.
f)
Final release. Upon final inspection and approval of all required
improvements, the remaining amount of the construction deposit shall be released; provided that no such
funds shall be released on a final inspection until the development of the subdivision is complete as
determined by the City.
g)
Appeals. If the developer believes that a release or certificate of completion
has been improperly denied, an appeal shall be filed with the Board of Adjustment who shall sit as the Board
of Administrative Appeals to hear such disputes and no such denial shall be deemed final until such appeal
procedure has been exhausted.
6.

Maintenance Guarantee

a)
Scope And Duration. Upon commencement of installation of the required
improvements within the subject subdivision, the developer shall be responsible for the maintenance of the
improvements, including, but not limited to: undeveloped lots, streets, sidewalks, trees, common areas,
erosion and siltation control, and storm and drainage facilities, until: (1) expiration of twelve (12) months
after occupancy permits have been issued on eighty percent (80%) of all of the lots in the subdivision plat(s),
or (2) twelve (12) months after completion of the subdivision and acceptance/approval of all required
improvements by the City, whichever is longer, subject to the deposit agreement. Maintenance shall include
repair or replacement of all defects, deficiencies and damage to the improvements that may exist or arise,
abatement of nuisances caused by such improvements, removal of mud and debris from construction,
erosion control, grass cutting, removal of construction materials (except materials to be used for construction
on the lot or as permitted by site plan), and snow removal. All repairs and replacement shall comply with
City specifications and standards. Any maintenance on improvements accepted by the City for public
dedication shall be completed under the supervision of and with the prior written approval of the Director.
The maintenance obligation for required improvements to existing public roads or other existing public
infrastructure already maintained by a public governmental entity shall terminate on and after the date such
improvements have been inspected, deposit released, and accepted by the City or appropriate agency for
dedication. Irrespective of other continuing obligations, the developer's snow removal obligations shall
terminate on the date a street is accepted by the City for public maintenance. The maintenance requirements
and procedures for improvements guaranteed by any and all other sureties required of a developer pursuant
to this Section shall be as set forth in this chapter.
b)

Maintenance Deposit — Amount — Use
i)
The maintenance deposit shall be retained by the City to guarantee
maintenance of the required improvements and, in addition to being subject to the remedies of Subsection 7.,
8., 9., & 10. and other remedies of this chapter, shall be subject to the immediate order of the Director to
defray or reimburse any cost to the City of maintenance or repair of improvements related to the subdivision
which the developer fails or refuses to perform. Except in emergency circumstances or where action is
otherwise required before written notice can be provided, the Director shall provide the developer with a
written demand and opportunity to perform the maintenance before having such maintenance performed by
the City, or its agents. Where the amount of maintenance deposit remaining is determined to be insufficient
or where the maintenance deposit was drawn upon by the City for maintenance, the Director shall have the
authority to require the maintenance deposit to be replaced or replenished by the developer in any form
permitted for an original deposit.

ii)
In determining the amount of maintenance deposit that shall continue
to be held, portions of the deposit amount that were attributable to improvements that have been accepted by
any third-party governmental entity or utility legally responsible for the maintenance of the improvement
may be released upon such acceptance of the improvement by the entity. The Director may approve such
further releases if it is determined in his or her discretion, after inspection of the improvements, that the total
maintenance amount retained is clearly in excess of the amount necessary for completion of the maintenance
obligation, after all reasonable contingencies are considered.
c)
Final Maintenance Deposit Release. Upon expiration of the maintenance
obligations established herein, the Director shall cause a final inspection to be made of the required
improvements. Funds shall then be released if there are no defects or deficiencies found and all other
obligations, including payment of all sums due, are shown to be satisfied on inspection thereof, or at such
time thereafter as any defects or deficiencies are cured with the permission of, and within the time allowed
by, the Director. This release shall in no way be construed to indemnify or release any person from any civil
liability that may exist for defects or damages caused by any construction, improvement or development for
which any deposit has been released.
7.

Acceptance And Final Approval.

Before the developer's obligation to the City of Pacific is terminated, all required improvements shall
be constructed under the observation and inspection of the inspecting agency and accepted for maintenance
or given final approval by the City of Pacific.
8.

Failure to complete improvements.

The obligation of the developer to properly construct, install and preserve the improvements as
indicated on the approved improvement plans shall not cease until the developer shall be finally released by
the City. If, after the initial improvement completion period or after a later period as extended pursuant to
this Section, the improvements indicated on the approved improvement plans are not constructed,
completed, installed, preserved and accepted as required or if the developer shall violate any provision of the
deposit agreement, the City may ask the developer to show cause within not less than ten (10) days why the
developer should not be declared in default. Unless good cause is shown, no building or other permit shall
be issued to the developer in the subdivision during any period in which the developer is in violation of the
performance guarantee deposit agreement or subdivision code relating to the subdivision. If the developer
fails to cure any default or present compelling reason why no default should be declared, the City shall
declare the developer in default and may take any one (1) or more of the following acts:
a)
Deem the balance under the performance guarantee deposit agreement not
theretofore released as forfeited to the City, to be then placed in an appropriate trust and agency account
subject to the order of the City for such purposes as letting contracts to bring about the completion of the
improvements indicated on the approved improvement plans or other appropriate purposes in the interest of
the public safety, health and welfare; or
b)
Require the developer (or its agent) to pay to the City the balance of the
performance guarantee not theretofore released; or
c)
Require the developer to submit an additional cash sum sufficient to guarantee
the proper completion of the improvements as indicated on the approved improvement plans after
recalculation to allow for any increased actual costs of constructing, reconstructing, removing and/or
replacing the improvements.

The failure of a developer to complete the improvement obligations within the time provided by the
agreement (or any extension granted by the City) and including the payment of funds to the City due to such
failure or an expiration of a letter of credit shall be deemed an automatic act of default entitling the City to
all remedies provided in this Section without further or prior notice. It shall be the sole responsibility of the
developer to timely request an extension of any deposit agreement if the improvements are not completed in
the original time period provided by the deposit agreement and no right to any extension shall exist or be
assumed.
9.
Other remedies for default. If the developer or its agent fails to comply with the City's
requirements for payment as described above or fails to complete the improvements as required or otherwise
violates the deposit agreement provisions and there is a risk that development will continue in the
subdivision without the timely prior completion of improvements or compliance with deposit agreement
provisions, the City may in addition or alternatively to other remedies:
a)
Suspend the right of anyone to build or construct on the undeveloped portion
of the subdivision. For the purpose of this Subsection, the "undeveloped portion of the subdivision" means
all lots other than lots which have been sold for personal use and occupancy or are under bona fide contract
for sale to any person for personal use or occupancy. The City shall give the developer ten (10) days' written
notice of an order under this Subsection, with copies to all sureties, as appropriate, who have outstanding
obligations for any undeveloped portion of the subdivision, and shall record an affidavit of such notice with
the Recorder of Deeds. If, within the ten (10) day period after notice is given, the City is not convinced by
compelling evidence that completion of the improvements is adequately assured and maintenance of streets
assured as provided herein, the City shall order construction suspended on the undeveloped portion of the
subdivision. The order shall be served upon the developer, with a copy to the issuer of the surety as
appropriate, and a copy recorded with the Recorder of Deeds. Public notice of said order shall be
conspicuously and prominently posted by the City at the subdivisions or lots subject to said order. The
notice shall contain the following minimum language which may be supplemented at the discretion of the
designated City Official:
i)

If said notice is for a subdivision:

THIS SUBDIVISION, (name of subdivision), HAS BEEN DECLARED IN DEFAULT BY THE CITY OF
PACIFIC. NO DEVELOPMENT, CONSTRUCTION, BUILDING OR DEMOLITION IN ANY MANNER
SHALL TAKE PLACE WITHIN THE LIMITS OF THIS SUBDIVISION UNTIL SUCH TIME AS THE
CITY OF PACIFIC REMOVES THIS PROHIBITION. ANY DEVELOPMENT, CONSTRUCTION,
BUILDING OR DEMOLITION IN ANY MANNER WHILE THIS PROHIBITION IS IN EFFECT IS
ILLEGAL AND SHALL BE ENFORCED PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 410, CITY OF PACIFIC
MUNICIPAL CODE.
ii)
If said notice is for a lot:
THIS LOT, (lot number), HAS BEEN DECLARED IN DEFAULT BY THE CITY OF PACIFIC. NO
DEVELOPMENT, CONSTRUCTION, BUILDING OR DEMOLITION IN ANY MANNER SHALL
TAKE PLACE WITHIN THE LIMITS OF THIS LOT UNTIL SUCH TIME AS THE CITY OF PACIFIC
REMOVES THIS PROHIBITION. ANY DEVELOPMENT, CONSTRUCTION, BUILDING OR
DEMOLITION IN ANY MANNER WHILE THIS PROHIBITION IS IN EFFECT IS ILLEGAL AND
SHALL BE ENFORCED PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 410, CITY OF PACIFIC MUNICIPAL CODE.
The suspension shall be rescinded in whole or in part only when the City is convinced that completion of the
improvements is adequately assured in all or an appropriate part of the subdivision; or

b)
Suspend the rights of the developer or any related entity to construct structures
in any development platted after the effective date of such suspension throughout City and such incorporated
areas as are under City jurisdiction. The City shall give the developer ten (10) days' written notice of an
order under this clause, with a copy to sureties known to the City to have obligations outstanding on behalf
of the developer or related entities, and shall record an affidavit of such notice with the Recorder of Deeds.
If, within the ten (10) day period after notice is given, the City is not convinced by compelling evidence that
completion of the improvements is adequately assured and maintenance of streets assured as provided
herein, the City shall order construction suspended. The order shall be served upon the developer, with a
copy to the surety as appropriate, and a copy recorded with the Recorder of Deeds. The suspension shall be
rescinded only when the City is convinced that completion of the improvements is adequately assured.
10.
Suspension of development rights. From and after the effective date of this Section, if
a developer or any related entity has a subdivision development improvement guarantee that is in default, as
determined by the City, including any escrow or bond under any prior enactment of this Section:
a)
The City shall be authorized, but not be limited, to thereafter pursue the
remedies of Subsection (7) of this Section; and
b)
The rights of the developer or any related entity to receive development
approval, which approval shall include, but not be limited to, approval of any plat or deposit agreement for
new or further development in the City, shall be suspended. The suspension shall be rescinded only when the
City is convinced that completion of the improvements is adequately assured.
11.
Additional remedies. If any party fails to comply with any obligation of this Section,
the City may recommend that the City Attorney take appropriate legal action and may also withhold any
building or occupancy permits to this developer or related entities until such compliance is cured. The City
shall also have the right to partially or wholly remedy a developer's deficiencies or breached obligations
under this Code by setoff of any funds or assets otherwise held by the City or the developer to the maximum
extent permitted by law. Such setoff shall occur upon written notice of such event by the City to the
developer after the developer has failed to timely cure the deficiencies. It shall be deemed a provision of
every deposit agreement authorized under this Chapter 410 that the developer shall pay the City's costs,
including reasonable attorney's fees, of enforcing this Section or any agreement thereunder in the event that
the developer is judicially determined to have violated any provision herein or in such agreement. The
developer may appeal any decision taken pursuant to this Section by filing an appeal under the City's
administrative review procedure.
12.
Related entities. For purposes of this Section, "related entity" has the following
meaning: a developer is a "related entity" of another person:

a)

If either has a principal or controlling interest in the other; or

b)
If any person, firm, corporation, association, partnership or other entity with a
controlling interest in one has a principal or controlling interest in the other.
The identification of related entities shall be supported by documentation from the Secretary of State's
office, Jefferson City, Missouri.
Section 410.060

Non-Residential Subdivisions.

A.
In addition to the principles and standards of this Chapter, which are appropriate to the
planning of all subdivisions, the developer of a subdivision intended for non-residential use shall
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Commission that the street, parcel and block pattern proposed is
specifically adapted to the uses anticipated and is compatible with other uses in the vicinity. For such
proposals, the following principles and standards shall be observed:
1.
Proposed industrial parcels shall be suitable in area and dimensions to the type or
types of industrial development anticipated.
2.
Street right-of-way and pavement shall be adequate to accommodate the type and
volume of traffic anticipated.
3.
The Commission may impose special requirements with respect to street, curb, gutter,
street light, planting, sidewalk, utility and other improvements to meet special needs.
4.
Lots which are platted adjacent to residential uses or residential zoning districts shall
have increased width, depth and/or area to provide adequate space for screening and/or buffering as required
by this Title.
5.
No street shall be platted which connects to a minor existing street which has
residential zoning districts on both sides.
Section 410.070

Landscaping.

The developer and his/her contractor shall cause the subdivision to conform to the requirements of
the landscaping and screening requirements contained in Section 400.230 of this Title.
Section 410.080

Trust Indentures and Warranty Deeds.

A.
Scope. Trust indentures shall be required for all subdivisions that have common ground,
common facilities or private roads.
B.

Submission and Review Procedure.

Trust indentures shall be submitted to the Zoning Officer. Submitted with a trust indenture shall be a
written legal opinion prepared and signed by an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Missouri
setting forth the attorney's legal opinion as to the validity of the legal form and effect of the trust indenture.
Approved trust indentures and warranty deeds shall be filed with the Recorder of Deeds simultaneously with
recording of the subdivision record plat, with a copy to be filed with the City.

Section 410.090

Adoption of Design and Development Standards for Subdivision Improvements.

The Board of Aldermen shall establish, adopt and amend by resolution or ordinance the official
specifications of the City for streets and other required improvements.
Section 410.0100
A.

Minimum Design and Development Standards.

Improvements.

1.
Improvements shall be provided by the developer in each subdivision in accordance
with the standards and specifications of the City of Pacific Public Works Department, as may be adopted
and amended from time to time by the Commissioner of Public Works and requirements of this Chapter.
2.
All improvements proposed to be made under the provisions of this Chapter, both
public and private, shall be inspected during the course of construction by the Commissioner of Public
Works or his/her duly designated representatives.
3.
All improvements shall be constructed in a workmanlike manner. Improvements not
constructed to City specifications, constructed in a substandard manner or damaged at installation due to
weather conditions shall be rejected by the Public Works Department. Contractors and developers shall
remove and replace rejected items. The City shall not accept any public improvement for public
maintenance until completion and final inspection, collection of all fees and approval by the Commissioner
of Public Works.
B.

Lots.

1.
Except as otherwise provided in this Chapter, such as under a Planned Unit District
provision, all lots shall meet the minimum area; the front, side and rear yard requirements; and the minimum
width requirements of the zoning district in which the subdivision is located.
2.
All lots shall have at least ninety percent (90%) of the required width of the front
building line as frontage on the right-of-way line except for lots with frontage on cul-de-sacs and
turnarounds, which shall have at least seventy-five percent (75%) of the required width of the front building
line as frontage on the right-of-way line.
3.
Side lines of lots shall be at approximately right angles to straight streets and on radial
lines on curved streets.
4.
Double frontage lots should not be platted, except that where desired along major
streets, lots may face on an interior street and back on such thoroughfare. In the event double frontage lots
are created, appropriate screening shall be approved by the Commission.
5.
Corner residential lots shall be ten percent (10%) wider on both street frontages than
the required zoning width to permit appropriate setbacks.
6.
Lots of a flag configuration, which could place a dwelling unit behind a dwelling unit,
shall not be platted. Lots which conform to Subsection (B)(2) shall not be considered lots of a flag
configuration.
7.
The size, shape and orientation of lots and the orientation of structures shall be
designed to provide desirable building sites logically related to topography, natural features, streets, parking
areas, common ground (if any), other structures and adjacent land uses. Due regard shall be given to
preserving natural features which would add attractiveness and value to the neighborhood such as large
trees, unusual rock formations, watercourses and sites which have historical significance, scenic views and
similar assets.
C.

Monuments, Markers and Bench Marks.
1.

Survey procedures.

a)
Prior to recording a new subdivision plat, the surveyor shall establish semipermanent, or confirm existing, monuments at each and every exterior comer on the boundaries of the tract
of land being subdivided.
b)
The surveyor shall establish at least two (2) permanent monuments for each
block created. This requirement is waived when the survey does not create more than four (4) lots or parcels
and no new public or private streets, roads or access easements.
c)
The permanent monuments required in Subsection (C)(1)(b) above shall be set
prior to the recording of the plat if they will not normally be moved or destroyed by construction within six
(6) months of their installation. If the required permanent monuments will be moved or destroyed by
construction, they must be installed upon completion of the construction but in any event within twelve (12)
months after the plat has been recorded. The plat shall show all monuments to be set and note when they will
be set.
2.

Approved monumentation.

a)
General requirement for permanent and semi-permanent monument. The
surveyor shall select a type of monument providing a degree of permanency consistent with that of the
adjacent terrain and physical features and as required by these standards. All monuments shall be solid and
free from movement. They shall be set in the ground at least to the depth of the minimum length given
unless they are encased in concrete. With the exception of drill holes and cut crosses, the precise position of
the corner shall be marked by a point on a cap and the cap shall be inscribed with the registration number of
the land surveyor in responsible charge or the corporate registration number or name of the company.
b)

Permanent monuments shall be selected from the following:

i)
Concrete monuments consisting of reinforced concrete at least four (4)
inches square or in diameter and no less than twenty-four (24) inches in length with its precise position
marked by a point on a brass or aluminum cap not less than one and one-half (1½) inch in diameter.
ii)
Commercial cast iron or aluminum survey markers no less than
twenty-four (24) inches in length. Non-ferrous markers shall have ceramic magnets attached to aid in
recovery.
iii)
Steel, coated steel or aluminum rod markers not less than five-eighths
(⅝) inch in diameter or iron pipe markers not less than three-quarter (¾) inches inside diameter and not less
than twenty-four (24) inches in length. These monuments shall have a permanently attached cap of the same
metal or of a dissimilar metal if the metals are insulated with a plastic insert to reduce corrosion. Nonferrous rod markers shall have ceramic magnets attached to aid in recovery.
iv)
Brass or aluminum disk not less than two (2) inches in diameter,
countersunk and well cemented in a drill hole in either solid rock or concrete. Ceramic magnets shall be
attached or installed with the disk to aid in recovery.
c)

Semi-permanent monuments shall be selected from the following:

i)
Iron pipe markers not less than three-fourths (¾) inches outside
diameter, at least eighteen (18) inches in length and having a plastic or metal cap.
ii)
Steel or aluminum rod markers not less than one-half (½) inch in
diameter and not less than eighteen (18) inches in length and having a plastic or aluminum cap.

iii)
In urban built-up areas, a cross cut in concrete, brick or stone paving at
the precise position of the corner or on a prolongation of a boundary line.
iv)
In asphalt paving, railroad (RR) spikes, cotton picker spindles and
other metal devices that are solid and not easily removed or destroyed. P.K. nails and concrete nails are not
to be used as semi-permanent monuments.
d)
Installation of survey monuments. All monuments will be installed in
accordance with these standards and according to installation details approved by the Commissioner of
Public Works that take into account local conditions.
e)
Existing survey monuments. Existing monuments shall be evaluated for
permanency by the surveyor. In no instance shall the surveyor be required by these standards to remove
existing monuments unless the installation of a new monument is necessary to preserve the position of the
corner.
f)
When it is impractical to set a required monument, a witness monument shall
be set. It should be placed five (5) feet or more away from the point and preferably at an even foot. Witness
monuments less than five (5) feet from the point must be clearly identified and shown on the plat. The
location of the witness monument should be along a line of the survey or a prolongation of such line.
D.

D. Easements.

1.
Easements for utilities shall be provided. Such easements shall have a minimum width
of ten (10) feet and, where located along interior lot lines, shall normally be taken from one (1) lot. Before
determining the location of easements on the plat, the developer shall discuss the plan with the local utility
companies in order to assure proper placement for the installation of services. Adequate sewer and drainage
easements, as required by the Public Works Department, shall be provided.
2.
Wherever a subdivision is traversed by a watercourse, drainage channel or stream,
there shall be provided a drainage right-of-way which shall be for the purpose of widening, straightening,
improving or protecting the stream at the subdivision's expense as a part of the subdivision improvements.
The width of the drainage right-of-way shall be adequate for any necessary channel relocations and
straightening and the plan shall be reviewed with and approved by Public Works Department.
3.
It shall be a violation of this Chapter for any person(s) to disturb any easement in
favor of the City or City facilities thereon without prior written permission of the Board of Aldermen or its
designee.
E.

Site Grading And Environmental Protection.

1.
Site disturbance shall be subject to all grading requirements as set forth in grading
regulations, Chapter 415 and such additional provisions herein.
2.
Grading shall be in accordance with the final improvement plan approved by the
Board of Aldermen unless the Board of Aldermen, in its sole discretion, authorizes grading following the
review of the grading plan as part of the Board of Aldermen approval of the preliminary plat.
3.
A grading plan shall be included in the preliminary plat showing existing and
proposed contours at intervals sufficient to clearly show the slope of the existing ground surfaces and the

extent of the proposed grading. It shall be prepared on a plat showing the subdivision layout as proposed on
the final plat, the location and first (1st) floor elevation of each building proposed to be built in the
subdivision and all existing tree masses consisting of medium to large trees and other pertinent site features
which could be affected by site grading.
4.
The minimum fall from building front door threshold to sidewalk grade is six (6)
inches of fall to ten (10) feet in distance.
5.
The grading plan may be examined and/or rejected by the Commission and the Board
of Aldermen on the basis of factors such as preservation of the natural features of the site, providing
adequate drainage of the area, protection of adjacent and downstream property from the effects of erosion
and siltation, the location and gradient of the streets, access to lots from streets and similar criteria. Location
and floor elevations of all proposed buildings shall be carefully studied in relation to proposed street grades,
existing topography, trees and pertinent site features in order to preserve all such features insofar as possible
and desirable.
6.
Consideration shall be given to increasing the setback or front building line from that
required in the zoning district in which a subdivision is located in order to retain, whenever possible,
existing topography, rock formation, large trees, natural features, natural watercourses, historical sites or
other similar assets.
7.
The building area of a lot shall not be within fifty (50) feet of the centerline of an
existing watercourse nor be on a slope of twenty-five percent (25%) or greater grade.
F.

Street Design.

1.
Street layouts shall provide access to all lots and parcels of land within any
subdivision. Street jogs of less than one hundred twenty-five (125) feet shall be prohibited.
2.

Minor streets shall be designed so as to discourage through traffic.

3.
In conjunction with subdivisions into more than two (2) separate lots, all platted
streets shall be public rights-of-way dedicated to the City of Pacific.
4.

Minimum widths of street rights-of-way shall be as follows:
a)

For arterial streets: eighty (80) feet.

b)

For collector streets: sixty (60) feet.

c)

For minor streets: fifty (50) feet.

d)

For cul-de-sacs less than four hundred fifty (450) feet in length: forty-six (46)

feet.
5.
Cul-de-sacs shall not exceed nine hundred (900) feet in length as measured from the
nearest intersecting street to the furthest point of the turnaround. All cul-de-sacs shall terminate in a circular
right-of-way with a minimum diameter of one hundred (100) feet.

6.
Subdivisions that adjoin or include existing streets that do not conform to the required
right-of-way widths shall dedicate additional width along either or both sides of such streets. When a
subdivision is located on one (1) side of an existing street or road, a minimum of one-half (½) of the
required right-of-way shall be provided, measured from the centerline of the right-of-way as originally
established.
7.
For any development fronting onto an existing City street, it shall be the responsibility
of the developer to bring the street up to City specifications to the centerline of the street. Curbs are to be
installed by the developer on the developer's side of the street only.
8.

Streets shall be laid out to intersect as nearly as possible at right angles.

9.
If the angle of intersection of two (2) streets is less than sixty degrees (60°), the radius
of the arc at the intersection of the property lines shall be approved by the Commissioner of Public Works.
At the intersections of other streets, the property line corners shall be rounded by arcs with radii of not less
than twenty (20) feet or chords of such arcs.
10.
A minimum radius of thirty-two (32) feet at the back of the curb shall be required at
all street intersections.
11.
At intersections of streets with alleys, the property line corners shall be rounded with
radii of not less than fifteen (15) feet or chords of such arcs.
12.

Intersection of more than two (2) streets at one (1) point shall be prohibited.

13.
Where parkway type streets are proposed, the Commission may recommend
modification of the width standards to be followed in the design of such streets.
14.
Horizontal visibility on curved streets and vertical visibility on all streets shall be
maintained along the centerline as follows:

15.

a)

Arterial streets: five hundred (500) feet.

b)

Collector streets and parkways: three hundred (300) feet.

c)

Minor streets: one hundred fifty (150) feet.

Horizontal curvature measured along the centerline shall have a minimum radius as

follows:
a)

Arterial streets: five hundred (500) feet.

b)

Collector streets and parkways: three hundred (300) feet.

c)

Minor streets: one hundred fifty (150) feet.

16.
All changes in grade shall be connected by vertical curves to provide a smooth
transition and the required sight distance.

17.
Between reversed curves on major streets, there shall be a tangent of not less than one
hundred (100) feet; and on collector and minor streets, such tangent shall be not less than forty (40) feet.
18.

Maximum grades for streets shall be as follows:

a)
Not greater than ten percent (10%), except for streets in the "R1-H" zoning
district which shall not exceed fifteen percent (15%).
b)

At street intersections:

i)
The grade of collector and minor streets shall not be greater than four
percent (4%) for a distance of fifty (50) feet from the center of any intersection.
ii)
The grade of arterial streets shall not be greater than three percent (3%)
for a distance of fifty (50) feet from the center of any intersection.
c)
Street grades may exceed these limitations when recommended by the
Commission and approved by the Board of Aldermen for the purpose of conforming the street grade to the
contour of the existing land to reduce overall site grading and preserve site vegetation.
19.
In the case of temporary dead-end streets, which are stub streets designed to provide
future connection with unsubdivided adjacent areas, the Commission may require a temporary easement for
a turnaround or an appropriate area for a backaround or a roadway at least twenty-six (26) feet in pavement
width to connect the temporary dead-end with an existing street. Temporary dead-end streets shall not
exceed four hundred (400) feet in length.
20.
Alleys shall be prohibited in all residential districts but may be included in
commercial and industrial districts when approved by the Commission where needed for loading, unloading
or access purposes for the public benefit.
21.
Dead-end streets or alleys shall be prohibited except when provided with a cul-de-sac
as provided in this Chapter.
G.

Street Improvements.
1.
Street improvements, including paving, curbs, sidewalks, preparation of subgrade,
bridges, culverts, etc., shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications prepared for the
subdivider by a professional engineer registered to practice in the State of Missouri.
2.

The minimum width of street pavement shall be as follows:
a)

For arterial streets: fifty (50) feet.

b)

For collector streets: forty (40) feet.

c)

For minor streets: thirty-two (32) feet.

d)
For minor streets located within a subdivision which contains lots to be
developed exclusively for single-family residences: thirty (30) feet.

e)

For cul-de-sacs less than four hundred fifty (450) feet in length: twenty-six

f)

For alleys: sixteen (16) feet.

(26) feet.

Pavement width shall be measured from front of curb to front of curb.
3.
Paving requirements.
Asphalt Pavement
Concrete
Asphalt Pavement and Rock Base
Arterial Streets:
8" Type X asphaltic concrete
2" Type C asphaltic concrete
4,000 pound 8" Portland cement concrete with 4" x 4" x ¼ wire mesh with 4" rock base
10" of 3" minus rock compacted
2" of 1" minimum rock compacted
3" of Type C asphaltic concrete
Collector Streets:
7" Type X asphaltic concrete
2" Type C asphaltic concrete
4,000 pound 7" Portland cement concrete with 4" rock base
8" of 3" minus rock compacted
2" of 1" minus rock compacted
3" of type C asphaltic concrete
Minor Street:
6" Type X asphaltic concrete
2" Type C asphaltic concrete
4,000 pound 7" Portland cement concrete with 4" rock base
8" of 3" minus rock compacted
2" of 1" minus rock compacted
3" of Type C asphaltic concrete
Alleys:
6" Type X asphaltic concrete
2" Type C asphaltic concrete
4,000 pound 6" Portland cement concrete with 4" rock base
6" of 3" minus rock compacted
2" of 1" minus rock compacted
2" of Type C asphaltic concrete
All Streets for Industrial Development:
Same as Collector Streets
4.

Subgrade preparation.

a)
When required by the Commissioner of Public Works, the developer shall
employ a soils engineering firm, at no cost to the City, to determine soil conditions at the development site.
b)
The subgrade shall be compacted to a density of ninety-five percent (95%)
standard proctor test for the material used or determined by a soil testing firm.

c)
Newly finished subgrade shall be repaired from any action of the elements,
any settlement or washing that occurs prior to placing of aggregate base shall be repaired to the specified
line and grade and cross section.
d)
If compaction tests are needed, then compaction tests shall be the
responsibility of the developer. Tests shall be taken by an approved engineer or testing firm, at no cost to the
City, and at locations approved by the Commissioner of Public Works but at distances no greater than two
hundred (200) feet apart.
e)
It shall be the responsibility of the developer to remove and replace unsuitable
material in order to meet the above compaction requirement.
5.
Aggregate base. Aggregate base material shall be compacted to a density of ninetyfive percent (95%) by standard compaction test.
6.

Concrete.

a)
All concrete shall be air entrained with six (6) bag mix developing 4,000 P.S.I.
in twenty-eight (28) days. Aggregate in cement for curb and gutter and side width shall have a maximum
size of one (1) inch. Aggregate in cement for streets shall be a maximum size of one and one-half (½) inch.
b)
No cement shall be placed if the ambient temperature is below thirty-two
degrees Fahrenheit (32°F) and unless approved by the Public Works Department. Concrete placed during
rain may be rejected by the City if the finish is damaged as a result.
7.
Utilities. It shall be the developer's responsibility to contact the Commissioner of
Public Works for location of all City utilities. The City must be given twenty-four (24) hours' notice by the
developers for utility location. Damage done to any City utility as a result of developer's work within the
public right-of-way shall be repaired by the City at the developer's expense.
8.
Prior to the construction of street or alley pavements, all subsurface utility pipes and
sewers shall be installed as required and trenches backfilled with backfill material thoroughly compacted in
place in accordance with the requirements of Subsection (J) of this Section.
9.
All construction shall be completed in accordance with the approved plans and
specifications. When changes from approved plans and specifications become necessary during construction,
written approval from the Commissioner of Public Works shall be secured before the execution of such
changes.
10.
The City shall not accept any street for maintenance until completion and final
inspection, collection of all fees and approval by the Commissioner of Public Works.
11.
All street improvement surfaces within a subdivision shall be constructed of the same
consistent paving material unless otherwise approved by the Board of Aldermen except that new streets in
subdivisions that include existing street improvements that do not conform to the current paving standards
shall be constructed according to the current standards.
H.

Sidewalks.

1.
Sidewalks shall be built along both sides of all streets, except when waived pursuant
to paragraph (6) of this Subsection. When a parcel is developed on a corner lot or double frontage lot, a

sidewalk shall be built on both streets. Where necessary for appropriate access or connectivity, a multi-use
trail design may be required by the City in lieu of or in addition to the standard sidewalk design and location.
2.
Sidewalks shall have a minimum thickness of four (4) inches. Sidewalks crossing
driveways and driveway aprons shall have the following thicknesses:
a)

Residential: four (4) inches.

b)

Commercial and industrial: seven (7) inches.

3.
The minimum width of sidewalks shall be four (4) feet with a tool grove every five
(5) feet and an expansion joint every fifteen (15) feet. Sidewalks cross slope shall be one-fourth (¼) inch per
foot, falling to the street.
4.
Sidewalks shall be constructed with 4,000 P.S.I. cement. A two (2) inch thick stone
base consisting of one (1) inch clean crushed stone shall be installed on firm or compacted soil. Sidewalk
pavement shall consist of Portland cement concrete consisting of six and one-quarter (6¼) sacks of cement
per cubic yard with a maximum slump of four (4) inches. All concrete shall be air entrained with an air
content of four percent (4%) to six percent (6%). No calcium shall be added to the mix.
5.

Sidewalks at all intersections shall meet the American’s with Disabilities Act

requirements.
6.
The installation of sidewalks in subdivisions developed exclusively for industrial uses
may be waived at the discretion of the Commission and the Board of Aldermen.
7.
Where a sidewalk intersects a driveway, the sidewalk shall be separate from and not
included in the driveway.

I.

Curbs And Gutters.
1.

The minimum grade of any street gutter shall not be less than one percent (1%).

2.
Curbs and gutters shall be thirty (30) inches wide with a six (6) inch vertical curve
and shall be constructed with four thousand (4,000) pound cement. The gutters shall be six (6) inches in
thickness and every ten (10) feet there shall be an expansion joint. Construction shall conform to the City of
Pacific design specifications. In subdivisions which contain lots to be developed exclusively for singlefamily residences, a three (3) inch high roll curb may be substituted for vertical curbs.
3.
When installing driveway approaches where curbs and gutters already exist, the entire
curb and gutter must be removed and replaced. In no case can the back of the curb be removed and the
driveway joined at the gutter flow line.
4.
to vertical type.

Where existing curbs on adjacent properties are roll type, curbs shall be transitioned

J.
Backfill Under Pavements. All excavations for sewers and for public utilities (except the gas
utility) made under existing pavements or areas proposed to be paved shall be carefully backfilled with
granular backfill material approved by the Public Works Commissioner and thoroughly compacted in such a
manner as to inhibit any settlement of the finished pavement. Such excavations made in existing paved areas
shall be made in accordance with the requirements and regulations of Sections 525.140 et seq.,
"Excavations", of the Municipal Code of the City of Pacific, Missouri, and other applicable requirements.
The exception of the gas utility from the granular backfill provisions of this paragraph does not exempt that
utility from thorough compaction of its backfill so as to avoid pavement settlements.
K.

Street Lighting.

1.
Provision shall be made by the developer for the installation of street lights along all
public streets within any subdivision. A street light shall be provided at each intersection of streets, at each
circular turnaround and at intervals of not greater than three hundred fifty (350) feet between such locations.
2.
Street lights shall be mounted on poles meeting City specifications and shall be
serviced by underground wiring only. The City may at its discretion assume payment of electric for street
lights on public streets in conjunction with such dedication and assumption of maintenance by the City.
L.

Street Name Signs.

1.
Street names shall comply with all provisions found in Section 525.480, as amended.
No street shall have a name which will duplicate, or so nearly duplicate as to be confused with, the name of
an existing street unless the proposed street is an extension of or in alignment with an existing street; in
which case, the duplication shall be mandatory. All street names of new streets on a subdivision plat shall be
approved by the City Clerk before the final plat is submitted for approval.
2.
Street name signs shall be erected at all street intersections and at the beginning and
endpoints of all portions of continuous streets which change direction and name. Street name signs shall be
placed on at least one (1) comer of all intersections.
3.
The design, materials of construction and method of installation of street name signs
shall conform to the standards employed and articulated by the City of Pacific Public Works Department
from time to time for such work.
M.

Blocks.
1.

Blocks shall not exceed nine hundred (900) feet in length.

2.
Blocks shall be of sufficient width to permit two (2) tiers of lots of appropriate depth,
except where an interior street parallels a limited access highway or railroad right-of-way.
3.
N.

Pedestrian walkways within blocks are prohibited.

Water System.

1.
All water mains larger than two (2) inches shall be ductile iron pipe Class 51 or
C900DR14PVC. All lateral lines smaller than two (2) inches shall be K copper. Two (2) inch lines shall be
K copper or Class 200 PVC.

2.
A system of water mains, valves and fire hydrants connected to the water supply
system of the City of Pacific shall be installed by the developer. The system shall be designed to supply
water service and fire protection to all lots in the subdivision and to ensure proper circulation to and within
the system. Materials and construction methods shall conform to those specified by the City of Pacific Water
Department from time to time. Water mains shall be sized and fire hydrants shall be located as required by
the local fire protection district and the Commissioner of Public Works. Only fire hydrants and valves
approved by the Commissioner of Public Works shall be used. Fire hydrants shall be spaced no more than
five hundred (500) feet apart and water mains shall be a minimum of six (6) inches in size. Plans shall be
prepared by a professional engineer registered to practice in the State of Missouri and shall be approved by
the City of Pacific Water Department before approval may be recommended by the Commission.
3.
The water system installed by the developer as proposed in this Section shall, upon
approval and acceptance, become at once the property of the City of Pacific; and the City shall have
exclusive control and use thereof, subject to the right of the owners and residents of property in the area
subdivided to be served thereby, under the rules and regulations of the Water Department of the City of
Pacific.
4.
No person or firm shall connect to the City water main without first obtaining a permit
from the Public Works Commissioner.
5.

Backfill of water line trenches shall conform to the requirements of Subsection (J) of

this Section.
O.

Underground Utility Lines.

1.
All electric, cable television, telephone and similar data and utility transmission lines
primarily intended for the use of buildings and structures located within the City of Pacific shall be installed
underground for new construction and for any rehabilitation where improvement costs exceed one hundred
thousand dollars ($100,000.00).
2.
All electric, cable television, telephone and similar data and utility transmission lines
shall be installed in conformance with the standards and specifications of the particular utility company
involved. They shall be located within easements or public rights-of-way in a manner which will not conflict
with other utilities or services.
3.
Backfill for utility installation trenches shall conform to the requirements of
Subsection (J) of this Section.
Section 410.0110

Waivers and Exceptions.

When a developer can show that a provision of this Chapter would cause unnecessary hardship if
strictly adhered to and when, in the opinion of the Commission because of conditions peculiar to the site, a
departure may be made without destroying the general intent and spirit of this Chapter, the Commission may
recommend a waiver or modification to the Board of Aldermen. The developer shall apply in writing for
such waiver or modification. Any such waiver or modification thus recommended shall be entered in the
minutes of the Commission and the reasoning on which the departure was justified shall be set forth.
Approval of the waiver or modification by the Board of Aldermen shall be by ordinance, usually as part of
the ordinance approving the final plat of the subdivision.
Section 410.0120

Enforcement.

No plat of a subdivision in the City of Pacific shall be recorded in the appropriate County's
Recorder's office or have any validity until it has been approved in the manner prescribed in this Chapter.
Section 410.0130

Record of Plats.

Within sixty (60) days after approval of the subdivision, the developer thereof shall submit to the
City the sum of two hundred fifty dollars ($250.00) or such additional amounts as required to cover the
actual costs of administration and recordation of the plat. A mylar print and two (2) paper prints of the final
plat of a subdivision, submitted and approved in accordance with the provisions of this Chapter, shall be
recorded by the City in the office of the Recorder of Deeds of the appropriate County. After the City records
the plat, the mylar print and paper prints of the plat bearing imprint of the Recorder's stamp thereon shall be
filed in the office of the Commissioner of Public Works as part of the records of the City.
Section 410.0140

Violations and Penalty.

Any person, firm or corporation violating any of the provisions of this Chapter 410 or any other
person participating or taking any part in a violation of any of the provisions of this Chapter shall upon
conviction be punished by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars ($500.00) for each offense or by
imprisonment for not more than six (6) months, or by both such fine and imprisonment. Each day a violation
continues after service of written notice from the City administration to abate such violation shall constitute
a separate offense.
Section 410.0150

Failure to Follow Procedures.

Except where specifically provided by Missouri law, a failure of the City to follow the procedures set
forth in this Chapter shall not invalidate any otherwise proper action taken by the City.

Section 2:

This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and approval.

PASSED this ________ day of ________________, 2018.________________________________
Steve Myers, MAYOR

APPROVED this ________ day of _________________, 2018. __________________________
Steve Myers, MAYOR

ATTEST:

City Clerk

BILL NO. 4076

ORDINANCE NO. _______

SPONSOR: _____
AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING THE POSITION OF DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT AND PROVIDING FOR THE QUALIFICATIONS AND DUTIES
THEREOF.
WHEREAS, the Board of Aldermen has determined to establish the position of Director of
Community Development and to provide for the qualifications and duties thereof.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN OF THE
CITY OF PACIFC, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.
The Code of Ordinances of the City of Pacific shall be revised by adding a new
Article XV to Chapter 115, as follows:
Article XIV Director of Community Development
1. Establishment. The position of Director of Community Development is hereby
established. The Director of Community Development shall be appointed by the Mayor
with the consent and approval of a majority of the members elected to the Board of
Aldermen.
2. Qualifications. The person appointed to the office of Director of Community
Development shall possess a four-year college degree and shall possess at least three
years’ professional experience, preferably in a municipal government capacity.
3. Oath / Term / Removal. The person appointed to the office of Director of Community
Development shall take the prescribed oath required of City Officers. The Director of
Community Development shall hold office for a term to run concurrently with the Mayor
by whom he/she was appointed and until his/her successor shall have been appointed and
qualified. The Director of Community Development may be removed from office subject
to provisions of any employment agreement, State Statute or Municipal Code or as
otherwise provided by law.
4. Compensation. The Director of Community Development shall receive such
compensation as the Board of Aldermen shall fix from time to time by ordinance or
resolution.
5. Duties. The Director of Community Development, under the supervision of the City
Administrator, shall have those duties as may be prescribed from time to time by the
Mayor, City Administrator or Board of Aldermen. Duties may include, though not
necessarily be limited to, the following: Supervising and directing the activities of the
Public Works, Planning, Building and Code Enforcement departments of the City. The
Director of Community Development may, in the event of a vacancy or absence in the
office of Public Works Commissioner, Planning Director or Building Commissioner,

fulfill such duties and responsibilities of each office until such time as such office or
position is filled. In addition, the Director of Community Development shall serve as City
Traffic Engineer, as provided in Section 305.100.
Section 2.
This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and approval.

PASSED this ________ day of ________________, 2019.__________________________
Steve Myers, MAYOR

APPROVED this ________ day of _________________, 2019. _____________________
Steve Myers, MAYOR
ATTEST:

City Clerk

RESOLUTION NO. 2019-48

A RESOLUTION ACCEPTING AND APPROVING A SITE DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR
PROPERTY LOCATION AT LOT 2B, ROUTE 66 BUSINESS PARKWAY PLAT 2, ST.
LOUIS COUNTY LOCATOR NO. 30Z310394
WHEREAS, the owner of property located at Lot 2B, Route 66 Business Parkway Plat 2, has
submitted a Site Development Plan for the property, a copy of which is attached
hereto as “Exhibit A;” and
WHEREAS, City staff have reviewed the plans for conformance with the Municipal Code, and
have, upon review, forwarded the plans for further review and recommendation of
the Planning and Zoning Commission; and
WHEREAS, the Commission has, by a 5-1 vote, recommended approval of the Plans, subject to
certain terms and conditions as hereinafter set out;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN FOR THE
CITY OF PACIFIC, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1. The Site Development Plans for Lot 2B, Route 66 Business Park Plat 2, are hereby
accepted and approved, subject to the following:
•
•
•
•

Landscaping and screening plans be submitted and approved, providing
adequate buffering of the building’s south and east elevations.
Metal siding for exterior building construction shall be permitted.
The requirement that a geo-technical report be submitted for the project
shall be waived.
Vertical curbing on parking lot perimeter to match curbing provided on
project to immediate west (Lot 2 Route 66 Business Parkway Plat 2)

The conditions as hereto set out shall be met prior to issuance of any City building
permit for the project.
Adopted by the Board of Aldermen and approved by the Mayor on this 5th day of November,
2019.

Steve Myers, Mayor

ATTEST:

City Clerk
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Resolution No. 2019-49

A RESOLUTION AFFIRMING THE MISSOURI RECORDS MANAGEMENT LAW FOR THE EFFICIENT
MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL OF OFFICAL RECORDS OF THE CITY OF PACIFIC.

WHEREAS,

the City of Pacific desires to employ efficient and economical management methods for
the maintenance, retention, preservation and disposal of official records of the City; and

WHEREAS,

the Office of the Secretary of State has established retention schedules for the disposal
of records no longer possessing administrative, legal, fiscal or historical significance
(updated August 2019); and

WHEREAS,

the City Clerk and Records Keeper of the City of Pacific has determined there are records
that comply with the Records Management Law and can be destroyed; and

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN OF THE CITY OF PACIFIC, as follows:
The Board of Aldermen of the City of Pacific does hereby recognize and affirm the Missouri Records
Retention Schedule as the policy for the City of Pacific for the retention and disposal of the City’s records
and municipal violations.

_______________________________
Steve Myers, Mayor

ATTEST

____________________________
City Clerk

TO:

Mayor & Board of Aldermen

FROM:

City Clerk Barfield

DATE:

October 28, 2019

SUBJECT:

Destruction of Records

Per Resolution No. ______ and the State of Missouri Local Records Board’s Municipals Records Manual,
updated August 2019, the following records may be destroyed. As the City Clerk and Record Keeper for
the City of Pacific, I have reviewed the records and find they are no longer serving the City Operations.

1. Accounts Receivable

Utilities #1603 Water Bill Receipts December 2011 thru Oct 2012
Dailey Coll Report Jan-Dec 2004
Reports of Utility receipts Jan-June 2013

2. Financial Records

GS007

Balance Sheet Reports July 2010-June 2011
Balance Sheet Reports Jan-June 2013
Invoice Input Listings Jan-Dec 2013

GS006

Cash Receipts Month End Jan-June 2013

GS006

Monthly Ledger Aug 2011-Dec 2013

GS006

Monthly Ledger Jan 2014-Dec 2016

GS009

Purchase Orders 2014, 2016, 2017

GS008

False alarm records 2013-2014
Pool passes 2002-2011 & 2013

3. Accounts Payable

GS0017

Journal Entries August 2007-June 2008

GS0017

Journal Entries Feb 2011-6-2011

GS0017

Journal Entries Jan 2013-July 2013

GS007

Vendor Files 2012-2013
Vendor Files 2016

4. Administrative

GS066

Public Information Request 2012-2014

RESOLUTION NO. 2019-50

A RESOLUTION ESTABLISHING ELIGIBILITY RULES FOR RETIREES
PARTICIPATING IN THE CITY’S GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN
WHEREAS, the City of Pacific offers Group Health Insurance coverage to certain eligible
employees, through the City’s membership in MIRMA Health; and
WHEREAS, employees who retire from full-time employment with the City of Pacific are
eligible for Group Health Insurance coverage through MIRMA Health; and
WHEREAS, the City desires to establish rules governing how retirees are treated in the City’s
Group Health Insurance plan;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN FOR THE
CITY OF PACIFIC, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1. Upon and after the effective date of this Resolution, employees who retire from
full-time employment from the City of Pacific shall remain eligible for the same
Group Health Insurance Plan benefits offered to regular full-time employees,
subject to the following:
•
•
•
•
•

A retiree must have served a minimum of five (5) years of continuous fulltime employment with the City of Pacific.
A retiree must be eligible for retirement under Missouri LAGERS, subject
to the LAGERS rules then in effect for the City of Pacific.
Upon retirement, payment of the Group Health Insurance Plan premium
costs shall become the sole responsibility of the retiree.
The retiree must maintain health insurance coverage continuously from the
date of retirement in order to remain eligible for the Plan.
Provided that all other eligibility requirements are met, eligibility for
coverage shall remain in effect until the retiree attains age sixty-five (65) or
is eligible for Medicare, whichever occurs first.

SECTION 2. Employees who retire from full-time employment from the City of Pacific, but
return to work for the City of Pacific in a part-time capacity, shall remain eligible
for the same level of Group Health Insurance benefits offered to regular full-time
employees. An employee must have a minimum of five (5) years of continuous fulltime employment with the City of Pacific upon retirement to be eligible. Eligibility
for coverage shall remain in effect until the retiree attains age sixty-five (65) or is
eligible for Medicare, whichever occurs first.
•

For purposes of this section, “full-time” is defined as any employee who
works or is scheduled to work a minimum of 1,500 hours in a calendar year.

•

“Part-time” is defined as any employee who works or is scheduled to work
a minimum of 1,040 hours, but no more than 1,499 hours, in a calendar year.

Adopted by the Board of Aldermen and approved by the Mayor on this 5th day of November,
2019.

Steve Myers, Mayor
ATTEST:

City Clerk

RESOLUTION NO. 2019-51

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING AND DIRECTING THE MAYOR TO EXECUTE AN
AGREEMENT WITH PLANNING DESIGN STUDIO FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
RELATING PARKS AND RECREATION MASTER PLANNING FOR THE CITY OF
PACIFIC
WHEREAS, the City of Pacific has requested qualifications from qualified firms to provide
certain professional services relating to parks and recreation master planning
services for the City of Pacific; and
WHEREAS, the City of Pacific, upon canvassing the qualifications submitted, has determined
that Planning Design Studio is the firm best qualified to provide certain professional
services as hereinafter set out, and has solicited a proposal from said firm to provide
said professional services;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN FOR THE
CITY OF PACIFIC, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1. The Mayor is hereby authorized and directed, on behalf of the City of Pacific, to
execute an Agreement with Planning Design Studio for Professional Services
relating to relating to parks and recreation master planning services for the City of
Pacific. The Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit A and made fully a part hereof.
Adopted by the Board of Aldermen and approved by the Mayor on this 5th day of November,
2019.

Steve Myers, Mayor

ATTEST:

City Clerk

Planning & Design Services Agreement
for Pacific Parks and Recreation Master Plan
Project:

Pacific Parks and Recreation Master Plan

Client or City:

City of Pacific, MO (also referred to as the City)
City Hall
300 Hoven Drive
Pacific, MO 63069

City's Contact:

Mr. Steve Roth, City Administrator
Telephone: (636) 271-0500
Email: sroth@pacificmissouri.com

Consultant:

Planning Design Studio LLC (also referred to as PDS)
727 North First Street – Suite 360
St. Louis, MO 63102

PDS Contact:
Scott V. Emmelkamp, Principal
Telephone: (314) 241-3600 (Ext 15)
Email: scotte@planningdesignstudio.com

Objective
The objective of the professional services to be provided by Planning Design Studio (PDS) to The
City of Pacific (City) will be the preparation of a Parks and Recreation Master Plan.
Scope of Services
In order to achieve the above stated objective for basic services, Planning Design Studio will
provide:
Phase 1 - Data Collection
A. Kick-Off Meeting
PDS will conduct a kick-off meeting with City representatives. This meeting will achieve three
primary tasks: (1) Establishment of a “planning committee” to work with PDS throughout the
planning process. Planning committee is would be comprised of City of Pacific staff.; (2) Refine the
time frame for each of the project phases and set dates for specific events; and (3) Develop an
approach for public involvement during the project.
B. Inventory of Facilities
During the inventory phase, PDS will develop an understanding of the existing facilities within and
adjacent to the City. Data will be gathered from site visits and available records. The analysis of the
amount and type of recreation resources will be based on field observations, staff interviews and a
review of the 2017 City of Pacific Comprehensive Plan. PDS will analyze the current infrastructure
of the parks, facilities including analysis of cultural and historic resources. Special interest groups
will be identified with assistance from the City and invited to participate in the data collection
process.
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PDS will coordinate with the City parks and maintenance staff to complete an assessment form for
each of the park facilities that will document the condition and inventory of each park. The
consultant team will also complete assessment forms for each of the park facilities to compare
results and identify differences in assessments.
C. Demographic Profile
The latest available census data for the City will be used to get a better understanding of the City’s
population and demographic trends for the future that may impact the needs for the park system.
PDS will coordinate with the City regarding the demographic data needed for the master plan and
reference the 2017 City of Pacific Comprehensive Plan for additional demographic information.
D. Background Data & Input
Existing studies, staff interviews and public perception input will be used to further understand the
park system and needs of the park users.
E. Meetings
• During the Data Collection Phase, PDS will conduct a meeting with City officials to review the
data collected and document any input that will assist with the planning process.
• A public input session will be conducted by PDS to gather input regarding existing conditions
of Pacific’s Park facilities from residents and park users.
• Staff interviews will be conducted as part of the Data Collection Phase to obtain information
on park issues.
F. Deliverables
• Meeting Minutes
• The findings of Phase I, Data Collection, will be documented in a narrative and graphic
format and submitted to the City for their review.
G. Community Survey (Optional Services)
• If the City desires to conduct a statistically valid community attitudinal survey, for the purpose
to better understand the citizens’ perceived park needs, PDS will arrange for a survey to be
completed. PDS would engage the services of ETC, a survey firm specializing in community
recreation surveys. For more information on the optional services provided by ETC see
ATTACHMENT A.
Phase II – Analysis/Needs
A. Demand
The demand for park land and park facilities will be based on planning committee/public input, staff
interviews, planning committee sessions and recreation standards tailored to the City. PDS will
review the Parks Master Plan section of the 2017 City pf Pacific Comprehensive Plan and confirm
the findings and recommendations of that study. Factors such as future growth, public input,
planning committee input, and staff interviews will be analyzed to confirm the projected demand.
B. Projected Needs
The projected needs for park land and facilities will be calculated through a comparison of existing
and future demand minus existing inventories. The deficit or surplus of park land or facilities will be
documented and will provide the basis of the plan’s recommendations. PDS will review the Parks
Master Plan section of the 2017 City pf Pacific Comprehensive Plan and confirm the findings and
Agreement between the City of Pacific, MO and Planning Design Studio LLC
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recommendations of that study related to the projected needs. PDS will identify future best uses for
park areas; and identify deficiencies and how they can be corrected, changed or improved.
C. Meetings
• During the Analysis Phase, the Consultant will conduct a meeting with City officials to review
the analysis that was completed and document any input that will assist with the planning
process. The meeting will focus on the synthesis between analysis and needs determination,
formulating a written statement outlining the needs identified.
•

A Public input session will be conducted by the consultant to gather input regarding the
analysis that has been completed.

E. PDS will review the report developed by Westport Pools and incorporate any recommendations
into the analysis phase of the project,
F. Deliverables
• Meeting minutes
• At the conclusion of Phase II, a written program statement will be formulated identifying land
requirements, facility needs, and recommendations for action. The program statement will
be prepared in a narrative and graphic format and be submitted to the City for review.
Phase III – Concept Development
A. Development of Options
PDS will prepare options for initial improvements for park facilities, open space, trail linkages
and recreation programming for the City of Pacific Parks.
B. Overall Draft Recommendations
A Master Plan graphic illustration will be developed for the entire City. This graphic will show
overall City-wide recommendations for the parks and facilities.
C. Park and Facility Draft Recommendations
Initial recommendations and budget costs for each park will be developed. An aerial photo with
the park boundary and facilities identified will be developed for each park to illustrate the initial
recommendations that were developed in the previous phases.
D. Initial Concept Plans
PDS will develop concept site plans for master plan level improvements that illustrates the scope
and layout potential improvements. The concept plans will assist with developing budgets for
capital improvements to the parks. PDS will begin to develop the advanced park improvement
plan concepts.
E. Meetings
• During the Concept Development Phase, PDS will conduct a meeting with City officials to
review the initial recommendations developed and document any input that will assist with
the planning process. The meeting will focus on gaining input on preferences and priorities
regarding the draft recommendations.
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•

A Public input session will be conducted by PDS to gather feedback from the public on the
initial concepts for park improvements.

Phase IV - Master Plan
A. Recommendations
The program statement from Phase II will be the beginning point of the master plan concept. The
program statement will contain park land and park facility needs, as well as identify opportunities for
future growth. Open space and park land will be assigned based on very generalized City land
recommendations, neighborhood requirements, district (several neighborhoods) needs, communitywide needs, and regional needs. An even and equitable distribution of park land will be one of the
objectives of this phase. Facilities will be assigned to proposed park land based on need and site
carrying capacity. Identification of specific land parcels for recreation uses is not included in this
scope of services.
B. Design Concept
A design concept will be developed for the entire community. This system-wide design concept will
illustrate land and facility distribution. A matrix will be provided to identify the locations of both
existing and proposed recreation facilities on existing and proposed sites. PDS will coordinate with
the City to develop concept level park improvements and/or trail plans based upon a mutually
agreed quantity and level of effort.
C. Master Plan
The Master Plan is composed of all the elements listed in Phase III. The plan will summarize the
needs identified in the preliminary master plan and recommend actions to meet the needs identified.
The plan will provide recommendations for the short-term and long-term time frames. Development
recommendations, priorities and community preferences will be included in the master plan.
D. Implementation and Funding Strategies
This task will include an analysis of the cost of the recommended actions suggested in the master
plan. Funding strategies will be identified. Funding source information will be matched with specific
projects to suggest the best and most appropriate funding sources. Strategies for maximizing
revenues from funding sources will be recommended for use in the action plan. Opportunities will
be explored regarding joint use or shared use of private or quasi-private open space for recreational
or preservation purposes within or adjacent to the community. The focused St. Louis County
Municipal Park Grant Commission priority plan will become part of the implementation strategy.
E. Meetings
• During the Master Plan Phase, the PDS will conduct a meeting with City officials to review a
draft final master plan document any input that will assist with fine tuning the plan.
• Final Open House - The final open house will be a public forum to review the planning
process completed and present the results of the master plan.
F. Deliverables
Phase IV will conclude with the submittal of final master plan. The submittal will include all sections
of the final report, in a narrative and graphic format, including:
1. The color rendered overall master plan reflecting the general overall park system layout, the
location of proposed facilities and/or improvements.
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2. Final concept level park improvements and/or trail plans based upon a mutually agreed
quantity and level of effort.
3. Master Plan level construction cost estimates will be prepared for the proposed park system
improvements
4. Implementation priorities
5. Funding Strategies
6. Final Master Plan document including project narrative, color copy reductions of all color
renderings.
Five (5) copies of each report will be submitted. The final product will be printed in color. A digital
copy of the master plan will also be provided.
Schedule Requirements
PDS will complete the PARK AND RECREATION MASTER PLAN for the City in approximately Nine
(9) months exclusive of City review periods.
Fee Requirements and Payment Terms
Based on the above Scope of Services, the PDS lump sum fee for completion of the project is thirtyeight thousand fife hundred dollars ($38,500) plus reimbursables not to exceed ($1,500) for items
such as printing, travel, color copying, photography, mapping, etc. The lump sum fee consists of:
Phase I - Data Collection
Phase II - Analysis
Phase III – Concept Development
Phase IV - Master Plan
Total

$7,000
$9,000
$12,000
$10,500
$38,500

Reimbursable Costs
The reimbursables will not exceed $1,500 unless approved by City.
Payment shall be made monthly based upon submission of an invoice in an amount equal to the
percent of work completed plus any reimbursable costs during the preceding month. All invoices
shall be due and payable within 30 calendar days.
Optional Services
The above fee requirements do not include the optional services for completion of a statistically valid
community park survey as described in ATTACHMENT A. The Community Park Survey will not be
initiated until written authorization is issued to PDS from The City.
Terms and Conditions
The parties agree as follows:
PDS’s Responsibilities. PDS will perform the tasks identified in the Scope of Services
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above in accordance with the standards customarily provided by an experienced and
competent professional planning design organization rendering these type services.
Client’s Responsibilities. The Client will pay PDS upon submittal of written invoices.
Termination. The City or PDS may terminate this CONTRACT at any time by written notice
to the other party. The City shall pay for all work completed at the time of termination.
Ownership of Documents. Related documents created hereunder shall be and become
the property of the City.
Governing Law. This CONTRACT shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the
laws of the State of Missouri.
Acceptance
The following authorized representatives hereby execute this Agreement and accept the terms and
conditions herein.
Planning Design Studio LLC

City of Pacific, MO

Signature
Scott V. Emmelkamp
Typed or Printed Name

Signature
____________
Typed or Printed Name

Principal
Title

Title

_11/1/2019_______
Date

Date
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ATTACHMENT A
Marketing Research, Demography, Statistical Applications
725 W. Frontier Circle, Olathe, Kansas 66061
(913) 829-1215 FAX: (913) 829-1591

October 28, 2019
Scott Emmelkamp
Principal
Planning Design Studio
727 North First Street Suite 360
Saint Louis, Missouri 63102
P 314.241.3600 Ext. 15
scotte@planningdesignstudio.com

Subject: Proposal to Conduct a Parks and Recreation Needs Assessment Survey
for the City of Pacific
Dear Mr. Emmelkamp:
ETC Institute is pleased to submit a quote to conduct a parks and recreation needs
assessment survey for Planning Design Studio on behalf of the City of Pacific, Missouri.
If selected for this project, ETC Institute will provide the following services:
Task 1: Design the Survey and Prepare the Sampling Plan.
following services:

Task 1 will include the

•

Working with City staff to develop the content of the survey. Although ETC
Institute will tailor the survey to the City’s needs, our firm will provide sample
questions from other communities to make the development of the survey
instrument as easy as possible. It is anticipated that 3-4 drafts of the survey will be
prepared before the survey is approved by the City. The survey will be up to 6
pages in length.

•

Participating in meetings by phone to develop the survey.

•

Conducting a pilot test of the survey to ensure the questions are understood by
residents. Based on the results of the pilot test, ETC Institute will recommend
changes (if needed) to the survey.

•

Selecting a random sample of residents to be contacted for the survey. The
sample will be address-based

Deliverable Task 1. ETC Institute will provide a copy of approved survey instrument.
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Task 2: Administer the Survey. Task 2 will include the following services:
•

ETC Institute will administer the survey by a combination of mail, Internet and
phone.

•

ETC Institute will mail the survey and a cover letter (on City letterhead) to a
random sample of households in the City. Only one survey per household will be
sent. Postage-paid envelopes will be provided by ETC Institute for each
respondent. The City will provide a cover letter for the mailed survey. The cover
letter will contain a link to an online version of the survey. Residents who receive
the survey will have the option of returning the printed survey by mail or completing
it on-line.

•

Approximately 7-10 days after the surveys are mailed, ETC Institute will follow-up
via e-mail and/or phone with households that received a mailed survey. ETC
Institute will continue following up with households until reaching a minimum of 250
completed surveys. A sample of 250 completed surveys will provide results that
have a margin of error of +/-5.5% at the 95% level of confidence at the City level.

•

ETC Institute will monitor the distribution of the sample to ensure that the sample
reasonably reflects the demographic composition of the City with regard to age,
geographic dispersion, gender, race/ethnicity and other factors.

Deliverable Task 2. ETC Institute will provide a copy of the overall results for each
question on the survey.
Task 3: Analysis and Final Report. ETC Institute will submit a final report to the City.
At a minimum, this report will include the following items:
•

Formal report that includes an executive summary of the survey methodology and
a description of major findings.

•

Charts and graphs that show the overall results of each question on the survey.

•

Benchmarking analysis showing how the City compares to residents in other
communities.

•

Priorities-Investment Rating analysis that will identify the facilities and programs
that should receive the highest priority for investment from the City.

•

Tabular data that shows the results for each question on the survey, including
open ended questions.

•

A copy of the survey instrument

Deliverable Task 3: ETC Institute will submit the survey findings report in an electronic
format. ETC Institute will also provide the raw data in an Excel database, or other format
as requested by the City.
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Project Schedule
Listed below is ETC Institute’s typical timeline for administering a community survey.
Since the surveys will be administered entirely in-house, the completion date for the
project is completely within our control. If desired, we can meet a more ambitious
timeline and are available to start at a date most convenient for the City.
•

Month 1
Design survey instrument
Finalize sampling plan

•

Month 2
Administer the survey

•

Month 3
Draft Report Submitted for review
Prepare and Deliver the Final Report

Fee
The table below shows a breakdown of the fees for the services described in this proposal.
The total cost for a sample size of 250 surveys would be $10,500.
Task
Design Survey & Prepare Sampling Plan
Administration of a 15-20 minute survey (up to 6 pages)
Formal Report (includes executive summary, charts,
benchmarking, Priority Investment Rating)

TOTAL

250 Surveys
$2,000.00
$6,500.00
$2,000.00
$10,500.00

CLOSING: We appreciate your consideration of this proposal, and look forward to your
decision. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me at (913) 254-4514.
Sincerely,

Jason Morado
Director of Community Research
ETC Institute
725 W. Frontier Circle
Olathe, KS 66061
(913) 254-4514
jason.morado@etcinstitute.com
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POSITION DESCRIPTION
Position Title: Director of Community Development
FLSA classification: Exempt
Department: Administration
POSITION SUMMARY
The Director of Community Development performs a variety of complex supervisory, administrative,
technical, and professional work in planning, organizing, directing, and supervising the physical land
development activities of the City. Such activities may include, though not necessarily be limited to,
supervising and directing the activities of the Planning and Building Departments, including Commercial
and Residential Occupancy Inspection, Code Enforcement and nuisance abatement activities, and
supervising the activities of the Public Works Department and coordinating the Department’s
infrastructure planning and budgeting activities with the Administration Department. Additional
responsibilities include oversight of the City's solid waste management ordinance, and other activities as
may be assigned from time to time.
ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The Director is directly responsible for the following tasks and duties:
• Oversees and coordinates the activities of the Public Works Department; including
infrastructure planning and programs, capital improvements, finance and budgeting.
• Serves in the role of Building Commissioner as provided for by Municipal Code, until such time
as a Building Commissioner is appointed; directs and supervises Building Department staff and
functions.
• Serves in the role of Planning Director as provided for by Municipal Code, until such time as a
Planning Director is appointed, including serving as Zoning Officer; directs and supervises
Planning Department staff and activities.
• Supervises review of site development plans, subdivision improvement plans, and related plan
submittals.
• Oversees the development or update of the City's Street Maintenance Program, Capital
Improvement Program, and other plans involving the City's infrastructure.
• Coordinates the preparation of reviews and updates of the utility and street system maps,
information technology and software, and infrastructure plans.
• Oversees project management for the construction of municipal public works projects. Oversees
assigned projects to ensure contractor compliance with time and budget parameters for the
project.
• Maintains regular contact with consulting engineers and architects, construction management
professionals, realtors and land developers, City, County, State and Federal agencies,
professional and technical groups and associations, and the general public regarding public
infrastructure and City land development activities.
• Assigns duties and examines work for exactness, neatness, and conformance to policies and
procedures.
• Studies and standardizes departmental policies and procedures to improve efficiency and
effectiveness of operations.

•
•

Maintains harmony among workers and resolves grievances.
Performs other duties as may be assigned.

The Director works in cooperation with the City Administration on the following:
• Assists with the posting of employment openings and the recruitment and selection process for
vacant positions.
• Assists with the negotiation and management of consultant contracts.
• Assists with the preparation of applications for grants, loans and other financing sources
available to the City.
• Assists with the preparation of engineering plans and specifications, bidding, competency of
contractors and vendors, and the selection criteria for public contracts.
• Assists with the human resources functions of the City Clerk and / or City Administrator offices.
• Works with the City’s Tourism Commission, Beautification Committee, Park Board, Cemetery
Committee and other boards and commissions as assigned.

PERIPHERAL DUTIES
• Performs such duties as necessary to prepare for or respond to a disaster.
• Assists in the training of City personnel in department systems and techniques.
• Represents the City at various meetings and conferences.
• Attends all regular meetings of the Board of Aldermen.
• Serves as a member of various City committees as assigned.
SUPERVISION RECEIVED
Works under the broad policy guidance and direction of the City Administrator.
SUPERVISION EXERCISED
Exercises supervision over Public Works, Planning, Building and Code Enforcement staff as assigned.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
• Graduation from a four-year college or university with a degree in public administration,
architecture, business, civil engineering, or a closely related field; and
• Minimum of three years previous civil engineering, public works, municipal government
administration, or closely related field; or
• Any equivalent combination of education and experience.
NECESSARY KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
• Considerable knowledge of civil engineering, planning and zoning, building and / or public works
principles, practices and methods as applicable to a municipal setting; thorough knowledge of
applicable City policies, laws, and regulations affecting department activities;
• Ability to communicate effectively, orally and in writing, with employees, consultants, other
governmental agency representatives, City officials and the general public; ability to conduct
necessary engineering research and compile comprehensive reports; ability to use computers

•

and computer software programs typical in a business and / or civil engineering setting, and
ability to use mobile phone and data devices (smartphones) in a business setting.
Ability and skill in operating department vehicles, tools and equipment.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
• This position must be able to respond immediately to an emergency failure of City infrastructure
or other emergency requiring a City response.
• Must possess a valid State driver's license or have the ability to obtain one prior to employment.
• Must be a United States citizen or produce documentation of status to be lawfully employed in
the United States.
PHYSICAL DEMANDS/ WORK ENVIRONMENT
• The Director is required to operate a computer, telephone and other office equipment; must be
able to stand or sit for extended periods of time; must be able to converse with and exchange
information with coworkers and the general public; must be able to observe, assess and detect
defects in City vehicles, equipment and infrastructure.
• The Director works both in an indoors office environment and outdoors "in the field" and is
occasionally exposed to heat/ cold, wet / humid, and dry/ arid conditions. The Director is
occasionally required to use personal protective equipment to prevent exposure to hazardous
materials.

MEMORANDUM
Steve Roth
City Administrator

636-271-0500 ext. 213
sroth@pacificmissouri.com

October 18, 2019
Dear Planning and Zoning Commission members,
The following constitutes my staff report for the October 18, 2019 meeting.
1. Site Plan Review, Lot 2B, Route 66 Business Parkway
This is the first site plan we received since the Board of Aldermen adopted Ordinance 3100, which
provides for administrative approval of site plans, provided they meet requirements of the Municipal
Code. This plan as submitted is generally in compliance, though with some deficiencies as noted in the
below report. I’ve also attached a checklist for Commission reference.
Code conflicts / deficiencies
The location of the building on the lot and the conflict with the City’s building exteriors standards are
two of the primary conflicts to be addressed.
•

•

Section 410.075.B.2 The building does not front on Route 66 Business Parkway. Rather, the
building is situated to essentially face the side lot line (west), with the side of the building (south
façade) facing the street and the rear wall (east elevation) facing Osage Street, to some degree.
A loading dock is proposed on the south façade.
Section 400.220. The building is within 500 feet of Osage Street and is subject to the exterior
building materials requirement of this ordinance. Metal siding is not permitted, which is
proposed here.

A landscaping buffer or visual screen (fence) may be considered as a way to address the above conflicts.
Other conflicts
•
•
•
•
•
•

No geo-tech report provided. (Ord. 3100)
The driveway entrance is in excess of the 35-ft maximum permitted. (400.235.A.4.C)
Landscaping and screening plan not in compliance. (400.230)
Vertical curbing required for parking lots and interior islands. Curbing either absent or not
clearly noted on plan. (400.235.A.5.A.3)
The south loading docks appear to require trucks to stage on Route 66 Business Parkway and
back into the docks. Not ideal. (400.235.B)
Trash enclosure is shown but no detail given. (400.230.D.2)

Discussion
•

Landscaping and screening. Staff recommends that a substantial landscaping screen or visual
screen be installed on the property frontage, if the building location on the lot is to be approved.
The loading dock location more or less on the lot frontage is not ideal and needs to buffered.

•

With respect to the general landscaping plan, the following is taken from the provided
Landscaping Plan, with deficiencies noted:

Staff finds that the above plan as presented is in general compliance with the spirit and intent of the
Code, as we understand it. However we would defer to the Commission for further discussion.
•

Parking lot curbing / trash enclosures. Staff recommends the Plan be in compliance with
Municipal Code

•

Driveway entrance. A much wider entrance was permitted in the development to the immediate
west (Insulite Glass Building). Staff has no objection to the driveway entrance as proposed here.

•

Geo-tech report. This should be provided.

•

Loading / staging on the street. This is not ideal though is not uncommon in other areas of the
City. Staff has no strict objection to this, but would caution that future use of the vacant ground
facing Osage Street (east of Dollar General) may be impacted by truck use of the roadway
proposed here.

Summary / recommendation
Staff believes that the adjacent Insulite Glass development in general meets the spirit and intent of the
City’s zoning and land development regulations, and we find that this project is in the same general
category. However, the building configuration on the lot should be subject to further discussion. If
approved as presented, the south and rear wall (facing east / southeast) would be all metal and in staff’s
opinion should be subject to significant landscaping or screening buffers.
With respect to vertical curbing, trash enclosures and other more “routine” code issues, we recommend
the plan be brought into compliance with these requirements as a condition of approval.

2. Bill 4013, Subdivision Regulations.
I understand that this bill was subject to some discussion at the Sept. 24 meeting, though no action was
taken. The Public Works Commissioner has indicated a desire to review this more fully, and I would
concur. I would also like to have more time on this. If changes are recommended through this review
process, then staff would recommend a new public hearing be held to consider any revised
recommendation. This could be done as early as Nov. 26 if the Commission desires, or could wait for a
further meeting. I would defer to the Commission for further discussion and direction on these points.
Respectfully submitted,

Steve Roth
City Administrator

